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INTRODUCTION 
Manned space flights present a wide spectrum of engineering problems. 
One of these is to store and supply oxygen and hydrogen aboard a space 
vehicle for use in breathing and fuel cell operation. The storage and 
supply system must operate in the absence of a gravitational field; it 
must be simple so it does not fail; and the mass of container and auxil­
iary equipment must be kept low. 
Storage at supercritical pressures and cryogenic temperatures appears 
to be a good engineering compromise. Cryogenic temperatures offer a high 
fluid density; therefore, a low mass container can be used, even though 
supercritical pressure requires a somewhat heavier storage vessel than a 
low pressure system. The advantage of the supercritical pressure system 
over a lower pressure system is the simplicity of operation under "zero-g" 
conditions. A subcritical pressure system may have both liquid and gas 
phases in the storage vessel. Under "zero-g" conditions, the liquid and 
gas can be distributed unpredictably throughout the vessel. The fluid 
withdrawn from storage may be gas or liquid, or even a mixture of gas 
and liquid. The supercritical system avoids such complications, since 
there is only one phase. 
A. key problem in the operation of a cryogenic storage system is 
supplying heat to maintain system pressure as the fluid is withdrawn. 
But heat transfer within the fluid is very poor, since natural convection 
is not present under "zero-g" conditions and oxygen is a poor conductor 
and radiator of heat. Forced convection would require undesired additions 
to system mass and complexity. As a consequence, there will be severe 
temperature gradients in the proposed system. But the physical properties 
z 
of oxygen change greatly with temperature, so the equations which 
adequately describe the system are of necessity highly non-linear partial 
differential equations. 
Because of the essential and severe non-linearity of the system, 
it was felt that a case study analysis of the system would be most fruit­
ful, as opposed to any attempt to optimize or to select a best design, 
by use of such techniques as variational methods or dynamic programming. 
An arbitrary decision was made to consider only an on-off control of 
heaters by sensing the system pressure. This simple pressure control is 
inherently the most reliable if adequate performance can be obtained. 
REVIEW OF LITEMTUEE 
The control design study discussed in this thesis was preceded 
by a feasibility study of supercritical oxygen storage in "zero-g" 
condition. During the preliminary study, it became clear that such a 
storage calls for a complex non-linear distributed parameter system. 
Also, storage methods alternative to cryogenic, supercritical storage 
were qualitatively investigated. 
Fluid Storage in "Zero-g" 
According to Chandler (6), fluid can be stored in zero gravity 
surroundings by essentially three ways. These are high pressure gaseous 
storage, supercritical cryogenic storage, and subcritical cryogenic 
storage. 
High pressure gaseous storage 
Tliis method achieves high storage density primarily by high pressure, 
which implies operation at pressures of several thousand psi and tempera­
ture above the critical temperature of the fluid. A container to with­
stand such pressures has undesirably great mass. This defeats the 
purpose--minimum mass of container. 
Subcritical cryogenic storage 
A subcritical cryogenic (very low temperature) system operates at 
pressures of only a few atmospheres and very low temperatures. This 
system has desirable low container mass, but the system has the undesirable 
feature that gas and liquid phases are formed in the storage system, and 
in zero gravitational field conditions, it is difficult to predict the 
actual spatial configuration of the liquid-gas mixture. The uncertainity 
as to where the gas is and where the liquid is could mean that at times 
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one would be introducing liquid and at other times gas from the supply. 
Operation in such a fashion is of questionable reliability. A more 
detailed explanation is presented later. 
Supercritical cryogenic storage 
A supercritical cryogenic storage system operates at very low 
temperatures to achieve high mass density and at moderate pressures 
somewhat above the critical pressure of the fluid. An operating pressure 
above the critical pressure ensures a single phase in the storage system. 
At very low temperature, the fluid is a single phase liquid, and as the 
mass is heated, the fluid gradually changes from liquid to gas without 
ever entering the two phase region. Above critical temperatures, the 
fluid is a single phase at any pressure. This simplifies the operation. 
Both removal of the fluid from the storage and reheating of the stored 
fluid are simplified. 
Modes of Heat Transfer 
In any pure fluid there are three modes of heat transfer. These 
are conduction, convection and radiation. Most substances are capable 
of emitting and absorbing radiant energy at normal and elevated tempera­
tures. The rates of emission as well as absorption are low at normal 
temperatures but they increase with respect to temperature. Among these 
three modes of heat transfer, convection is usually the major mode of 
heat transfer in fluids. But Kumagai and Isoda (17b) effectively 
demonstrated in their freefall work that free convection is absent in a 
"zero gravity" field. As the gravity field is decreased, the convection 
becomes less effective. In the absence of convection, conduction and 
radiation become the controlling modes of heat transfer. At normal 
temperatures conduction dominates, while at elevated temperatures 
radiation does. As mentioned earlier this is true only in a "zero-
gravity" environment. In the presence of small external disturbances, 
such as acceleration of the space vehicle, or a sudden change of direction 
in the trajectory, significant convection currents can develop in the 
storage system. This can completely alter the heat transfer in the 
storage system since convection is much more effective than conduction 
or radiation (10b) in cryogenic fluids. 
Effect of Gravity on Cryogenic Fluids 
Many people have done work to study the effects of "zero-g" on 
cryogenic fluids (7, 17b, 19, 27). Experimental investigations carried 
out by Petrash and his co-workers (20,21) showed that surface energy 
forces become dominating. A liquid-vapour interface tends to assume a 
configuration corresponding to a condition in which the surface energies 
of the system are at the minimum value. For e>:ample, the vapour of a 
vapour-liquid mixture of cryogenic fluid will tend to collect into a 
spherical bubble in the interior of the liquid, unless there exists so 
much vapour that such a bubble is not possible. The gas bubble con­
figuration corresponds to minimum force energy of the entire system. 
As mentioned earlier the surface energy forces are of small magnitude 
and therefore any sudden disturbance, such as acceleration forces could 
drastically affect the configuration of the fluid mixture and this makes 
the two-phase system very unpredictable and difficult to control. 
Physical Properties of Cryogenic Fluids 
The physical properties of cryogenic fluids change very rapidly 
in the critical region. In the critical region the fluid is neither 
an incompressible liquid nor a low density gas. The empirical equations 
relating pressure, volume and temperature are not very accurate in the 
critical region. In the case of a supercritical cryogenic fluid, the 
density is a very strong function of temperature in the critical region. 
This is illustrated for oxygen in Figure 1. At a pressure of 100 
atmospheres the change in the density of oxygen with respect to temperature 
is not as severe as that at 70 atmospheres. 
Figure 2 shows heat capacity of oxygen as a function of temperature 
at t\,7o pressures--70 and 100 atmospheres. It is again apparent that at 
higher pressure the heat capacity changes more gradually. The heat 
capacity of oxygen at 70 atmospheres reaches a maximum at approximately 
164°K, while the heat capacity at 100 atmospheres reaches its maximum 
at approximately 174°K. Also the first mentioned maximum is higher 
than the later mentioned maximum. At higher temperatures, the change in 
the heat capacity of the gas with respect to temperature is small. Most 
of the physical property data on cryogenic fluids are obtainable from 
the National Bureau of Standards, U. S. Department of Commerce (26). 
The thermal conductivity correlations are more or less empirical 
(24). This information is available in graphical form, such as reduced 
thermal conductivity verses reduced temperature curves at different 
reduced pressure parameter values. The thermal conductivity of cryogenic 
fluids follows a similar pattern of change as the density with respect 
to temperature. At high temperatures, the thermal conductivity is a 
very weak function of pressure. The combined effect of these three 
physical properties is presented in Figure 3. It shows thermal diffusivity 
of oxygen as a function of temperature at 70 and 100 atmospheres pressure. 
Figure 1. Effect of pressure and temperature on the density of cryogenic 
oxygen 
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Figure 2. Effect of pressure and temperature on the heat capacity of 
cryogenic oxygen 
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Figure 3. Effect of pressure and temperature on the thermal diffusivity 
of cryogenic oxygen 
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Thermal diffusivity is defined as thermal conductivity divided by the 
product of density and heat capacity. The thermal diffusivity at 100 
atmospheres has a higher minimum than, and is almost three times as 
high as the minimum at 70 atmospheres. The rapid changes in the 
physical properties of the cryogenic fluids with respect to temperature 
and pressure, make the analysis of such a storage system rather difficult. 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Physical Description of the Storage System 
The physical system is a supercritical, cryogenic oxygen storage 
capable of supplying oxygen to occupants of a space vehicle during 
prolonged periods of zero-g flight. In the absence of a gravity field 
there is no convection heat transfer. An artist's conception of a 
storage vessel is represented in Figure 4. This particular vessel does 
not represent the one which the mathematical model describes. The 
container which fits the mathematical description is idealized to make 
the equations solvable. Heat is supplied at the inner boundary or the 
outer boundary at such a rate that a predetermined mass withdrawal rate 
from the storage is accomplished at the unheated surface. For example, 
if the heat is supplied at the inner boundary at a prescribed rate, then 
the outer boundary is perfectly insulated, and oxygen is removed uniformly 
at the outer wall at a prescribed rate. The flow of oxygen is caused by 
thermal expansion of oxygen as heat is supplied to it. 
Mathematical Description of the Storage System 
As discussed earlier, the physical properties of cryogenic oxygen 
are strong functions of temperature and pressure. The absence of convection 
currents under zero-g causes severe temperature gradients in the stored 
fluid. These factors make the physical system very complex and for an 
adequate description, it must be represented by non-linear partial dif­
ferential equations. 
Equations describing the system 
The transient behavior of the system is described by mathematical 
differential equations, obtained by applying the principles of the conser-
Figure 4. Pictorial view of the supercritical cryogenic storage system 
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vation of mass (equation of continuity), the conservation of energy 
(equation of energy), and the conservation of momentum (equation of 
motion). The derivation of these equations is discussed in standard 
references...for example, Bird's transport phenomena (2). In rigorous 
form, the equation of energy is an integro-differential equation because 
radiation acts over finite rather than differential distances. The 
so-called diffusion approximation described by Deissler (9) is used 
to simplify the equation of energy to differential form. In effect, 
this approximation assumes that most of the radiation reaching a given 
point in the gas has originated at such nearby points that the tempera­
ture gradient is linear over the region and the change of absorption 
coefficient is small. For spherical geometry the above mentioned 
equations, as applied to the physical situation in consideration, can 
be written as shown below: 
Equation of continuity 
I? " " ? 5? (1) 
Equation of energy 
Equation of motion 
av. a? i a . cwr 
"sf + - - âT " ? s < ' ( 
- f ? Ir ) ) «) 
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At the low oxygen withdrawal rates which are contemplated for the 
specific storage system studied, the pressure difference between one 
boundary and any other position in the fluid would be completely negli­
gible and for all practical purposes one is able to assume the pressure 
in the container to be constant. In other words, the equation of motion 
can be expressed as: 
lI'v/O (4) 
Boundary conditions 
The physical boundary conditions were somewhat simplified to fit 
the mathematical model. The simplified forms of the boundary conditions 
made the solution to the problem easier. Use of spherical symmetry also 
simplified the method of solution. Physically, one would withdraw the 
oxygen fluid from a small port on the outer shell. Removal of oxygen 
from a point on the outer shell would result in a two dimensional velocity 
pattern in the storage system. The mathematical model assumes velocities 
in the radial direction only. That is to say, it was assumed that the 
outer shell is a porous boundary and the oxygen is withdrawn uniformly at 
the outer shell. To obtain the oxygen withdrawal it was necessary to 
supply heat to the oxygen fluid. This was accomplished by a small spheri­
cal heater at the center of the storage container or by a large spherical 
heater at the outer shell. The small inside heater was used to study 
the performance of the storage system under extreme heating conditions. 
It was assumed that the inside as well as outside boundary as an unheated 
surface did not allow heat loss by conduction. These boundary conditions 
can be represented by mathematical equations as: 
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1, No heat loss by conduction from the storage vessel; 
= 0 
-k'F Br 
R. or R 
1 o 
(5) 
2. Zero mass velocity of oxygen at the heater surface: 
V 
= 0 
R or R. 
o 1 
(6 )  
3. Uniform withdrawal of oxygen in a radial direction at the 
unheated surface: 
Demand = 4Ttr^ p V i^ r r (7) 
R. or R 
1 o 
4. A fixed heat flux at the heater-fluid interface or else a 
fixed demand or mass withdrawal rate: 
q = 
-4nr^K ^  
Br (8) 
R or R. 
o 1 
or 
Demand = constant (9) 
Control Variables 
It was decided that a simple on-off control of the heater be studied. 
The performance of this control procedure was checked for different values 
of the control variables. The control variables were: operating 
pressure range, demand or mass withdrawal rate, and q, heat input rate. 
The operating pressure range allowed the system pressure to vary in 
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a praspecified range. The lower limit of the system pressure and the 
optimum pressure range were estimated. 
Tlie maximum demand that can be realized from the storage system was 
obtained. Effects of step changes in the demand were studied. 
The heating is accomplished by electrical heater. The effects of 
heat input rate on the performance of the system were studied to find 
the optimum heat input rate. Knowledge of this would be used in designing 
the capacity of the heater. Effect of these control variables on the 
performance of the storage and supply system helped in deciding the 
optimum ranges of the control variables. 
Control Design Steps 
The art of the design of systems for the control of dynamic 
systems has been reduced gradually to standard engineering practice. 
IThen.the system is linear or can be regarded as approximately linear, 
there exists a wealth of theoretical as well as practical information 
on which engineering design may be based. When the system is non­
linear, present-day knowledge supplies only fragmentary suggestions for 
design (12) . 
It is generally agreed that the design of high-performance control 
systems is essentially a problem of matching the dynamic characteristics 
of a process by those of the control procedure. Practically speaking, 
this means that if the dynamic characteristics of the system are known 
with sufficient accuracy, then the characteristics of a control procedure 
necessary to give a certain desired type of performance can be specified. 
Usually, this amounts to writing doi;ra the differential equations for the 
physical system and control procedure. Thus the design procedure can be 
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divided roughly into the following distinct stages: 
1. Study the dynamic behavior of the system. 
2. Specify the desired control procedure. 
3. Test the control procedure against the physical 
system for the best performance. 
Nonlinear System Analysis 
The "second method" of Lyapunov is one of the most general approaches 
currently applied in the theory of stability of dynamic systems, especially 
those that are linear (14). The principal idea of this method is contained 
in the following physical reasoning: If the rate of change dE (X) /dt 
of the energy E(X) of an isolated physical system is negative for every 
possible state X, except for a single equilibrium state X^, then the 
energy will continually decrease until it finally assumes its minimum 
value E(X ). In other words, a dissipative system perturbed from its 
e 
equilibrium state will always return to it ; this is the intutive concept 
of stability. Techniques have been developed to optimize a linear system 
using the second method of Lyapunov. Its application to non-linear system 
has been very limited, although some people have suggested its use for 
non-lin?.ar system analysis (13). 
Other optimization techniques that are used for system analysis are: 
Bellman's principle of optimality (1), and Pontryagin's Maximum Principle 
(11). Use of dynamic programming techniques makes these control analyses 
and optimization procedures easy to program on digital computers (23); 
however, these techniques as applied to some physical situations would 
require unreasonably large use of computer time. 
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Distributed Parameter System 
"Optimal control of systems with distributed parameters" is a 
field that has been explored by many Russian workers. The method of 
attack depends very much on the specific system. Butkovskii and Lerner 
(4) worked with- situations which could be described by systems of first 
order partial differential equations. Sirazetdinov (25) in his study 
points out a necessary condition for optimality of processes which are 
governed by quasi-linear partial differential equations with many 
independent variables. Listengarten and Kadymov (18) reduce the distribu­
ted parameter system to a pulse system; thus finding an approximation 
method for calculating transients in automatic control systems which 
include components with distributed parameter. 
Dahlin and Nelson (8) in their study of an optimal control of 
chemical processes divide the system in a finite number of sections. 
In each section the properties remain constant. This yields a system 
with many lumped parameters. This procedure is used in designing heat 
exchangers and long tube chemical reactors. Pierre and Higgins (22) 
in their study of linear distributed-parameter systems found that 
sometimes the use of sampled data systems technique simplifies the 
analysis of such a system to the linear lumped-parameter system. 
Optimum Control Procedure 
Like many other branches of technology, the field of control has 
undergone visible changes in recent years as a result of the increasing 
availability of both analog and digital computers. Just a decade ago, 
the theory of control systems was concerned primarily with problems 
which are amenable to purely analytical treatment--problems centering 
for the most part on the analysis and synthesis of linear time-invariant 
systems. Essential nonlinearities were disregarded or, at most, linearized. 
Current trends in control system theory reflect the ability to use analog 
and, especially, digital computers to obtain numerical solutions to 
complex problems which do not admit of treatment in general terifts (15, 28). 
The availability of digital computers makes it feasible to take into 
consideration not only the constraints on control signals, but also 
quantitative measures of system performance expressed in terms of 
criterian functions. One promising method for attacking the analysis 
and synthesis of non-linear control systems, is to learn precisely the 
nature of the transient behavior exhibited by a control system for various 
classes of input functions (16) 
As applied to the physical situation under consideration, a finite 
lumped approximation could be made and resulting equations solved by 
dynamic programming techniques to obtain a "best" control strategy. By 
increasing number of lumps one obtains more information. But for each 
extra lump, the computer time increases by a very large extent. There­
fore, this approach to find the best strategy was rejected and it was 
decided to postulate a specific simple control procedure and then study 
the performance of the resulting system. 
Performance Index--Collapse Pressure 
Performance index can be defined to be a statistic that rates the 
behavior of a physical system over the operation time period. Roberts 
in his book (23) suggests that in feedback control systems it is 
frequently desired to minimize the error or the squared error between a 
desired state and the current state on an instantaneous basis. If it is 
desired to minimize the squared error over N stages of time, the quadratic 
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forra J is minimized in the following equation: 
J ( m (k-1) ) = 2ZZ ( - X(k) Q ( - X(k) ) (10) 
i=l 
Where x'^ is the desired state vector, X(k) is the state vector of 
sampling instant k, and - X(k) is the transpose of the error. The 
minimization is to be executed by the manipulation of control vector 
m(k-l). The matrix Q is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix and 
is used to weight the relative importance of the cross products and 
squared terms (23). 
To choose the proper performance index, it is necessary to realize 
the meaning of best performance. In the storage and supply system 
under consideration, what needs to be avoided is entering the t\fo phase 
region. Under zero-g conditions the oxygen in the storage vessel is a 
stagnant pool; there is no natural convection. When large temperature 
gradients are set up in the fluid and due to sudden distrubance in the 
zero-g conditions, currents are developed, the hot and cold fluid in 
storage mix, and in the case of cryogenic fluids, a decrease in pressure 
occurs. The reason for loss in system pressure due to mixing of the hot 
and cold cryogenic fluid is presented in Appendix B. This mixing might 
happen, for example, because of small acceleration forces. If the mixing 
takes place in a short period, it may not be possible to maintain 
system pressure by heat addition. The "collapse pressure" is defined 
as the pressure which, would result if the stored oxygen were instanta­
neously well mixed. If the collapse pressure is too low, there may 
even be two phases in the storage. In such a mixing the mean density 
and mean internal energy of the oxygen fluid would be essentially 
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unchanged. In a well mixed pure fluid the pressure can be calculated 
if the density and internal energy are known. When the temperature 
profile in the stored fluid is flat the collapse pressure and operating 
pressure are equal. But addition of heat develops gradients in the fluid. 
As the temperature gradients get more severe, the collapse pressure 
drops lower. Collapse pressure is chosen to be the performance criterion. 
Since the usual criterion of keeping the control variable close to 
the desired value was not very appropriate in this case, the collapse 
pressure has been chosen. Graphs were plotted of collapse pressure 
verses time for each of the case studies. The performance of the cases 
was rated by the behavior of the collapse pressures. 
Postulation of Control Law and Control Action 
To make the correct decision on the control law, it is essential 
to know the relationship between the collapse pressure and the operating 
pressure. Is it possible to have the collapse pressure higher than the 
operating pressure? Figure 5 shows a plot of specific volume against 
internal energy for oxygen fluid at different pressure parameters. This 
graph indicates that the collapse pressure on mixing of the cryogenic 
oxygen fluid will always be less than the system pressure before mixing 
for any arbitrary geometrical configuration of the storage container. 
The proof for this phenomenon is related to the convexity property of 
the relationship between specific volume and internal energy and is 
presented in Appendix B. 
The collapse pressure is a calculable function of the temperature 
profile and operating pressure of the storage system. It is always 
less then the operating pressure if one is concerned with a non-
Figure 5. Internal energy vs. 
for oxygen 
specific volume at different pressures 
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isothermal oxygen at cryogenic temperature. It is postulated, without 
proof, that it would be best to operate the heater to keep system pressure 
constant at the maximum allowable value. By "best" it is meant that 
the consequent collapse pressure as a function of time would be 
qualitatively better than would be achieved by any other heater operation. 
The essential difficulty in proving this conjecture is that it seems 
necessary to judge the collapse pressure behavior on qualitative basis, 
and not particularly appropriate to judge the collapse pressure by a 
mean-square error criterion or other rigid formula. Obviously without 
a rigid definition of "best" it would be difficult to prove what type 
of control is "best." 
Storage pressure, radial temperatures, demand and heat input rate 
describe the operation of the physical system at all times. The tempera­
ture profile and pressure can be denoted as the state variables. For 
a system as non-linear as this it is almost inpossible to obtain a 
general optimum solution, hence in the studies, the supply rate will 
be assumed to be known and heat input rate will be varied to obtain the 
best operation. Mathematically this can be represented as; 
ax. 
= f. (X , Demand, q') (11) 
where X. = the state variable vector (T^,P) 
Demand = oxygen withdrawal rate 
and q' = normalized heat input rate (varies between 0 and 1.0). 
For this system one could write: 
2 9  
(12) 
(13) 
and then it appears likely that there will be at least one efficient 
control action which employs on-off heat input. This is a conjecture 
which can be proved for analogous lumped parameter systems using the 
maximum principle of optimality. Either no heat or the maximum allowable 
heat input rate is used for the best operation. Of course, it remains 
to be decided as to when and how often the heat should be turned on . 
and off. 
Transformation of equations 
Equation 2 can be written in a form convenient for numerical 
representation if it is transformed. As mentioned earlier all the 
physical properties of oxygen are temperature and pressure dependent. 
It was noticed that for the pressure range under consideration, thermal 
conductivity changed very little. Hence the conductivity at the mean 
pressure was used in the analysis. Thermal conductivity therefore becomes 
only temperature dependent. A new variable ii is defined as: 
Difference Equations 
T-T 
Kdl (14) 
0 
Substitution of 0 into Equation 2 yields 
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where a = K/ÛC 
• P 
Density and specific heat of oxygen changed significantly with 
pressure too. If density is .pressure and temperature dependent, one 
can write: 
P = P  ( P , v )  ( 1 6 )  
Taking the total derivative of p, 
at (&p)^ (at) (a#)p (atï 
Substituting this result in Equation 1, one obtains the following: 
V • P 
If the total mass at any instant is denoted by M(t), one can write 
:or a spherical geometry: 
R 2 
M(t) = 4TT J p(P,û) r dr (20) 
^i 
The mass withdrawal rate or demand can be expressed as: 
f -«1° r'dr (21) 
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or 
R 
R .  ^  ' 6  
1 
Rearranging the terms, one can write: 
o P_ (dM/dt) - 4TT J° W M r^dr 
3t ' R, (°»)p (at) 
-
2 
4n 3 (ôp/ôP) , r dr 
R. ^ 
(23) 
The terms Op/\[Op and (ôp/ôP)can be calculated from the 
oxygen data available in a tabular form as a function of temperature 
(dM) 
and pressure. The symbol ^ stands for the mass withdrawal rate. One 
can evaluate the change in the pressure from the above equation if the 
(M) • 1 tern is kno\m. 
loty 
When the operation is at a constant pressure, density becomes only 
temperature dependent. Therefore is zero. Equation 23 for such 
a case reduces .to: 
S - (24) 
R. 
1 
These transformed equations can be written in difference notation. 
Difference formulation 
The t\-70 terms which need to be approximated are: The time 
derivative and the length derivative. Both the energy equation and the 
continuity equation are parabolic differential equations. If limiting 
restrictions can be met, an explicit formulation is more desirable than 
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an implicit formulation, because the computational program is simpler. 
The simplest finite difference representation uses a central difference 
formula for the second derivative terra, and a forward difference formula 
for the first derivative term. Using a central difference formula for the 
distance derivative would lead to an unstable solution unless the following 
restriction were observed: 
OAt 
P h (25) 
where At and Ar are the time and distance grid spacings respectively. 
After rearranging the terms, the difference equation to represent 
Equation 15, can be written as follows for all points except on the 
boundaries : 
Ki, J + 1) = $(i + i,j) ( p + ^ + v(i) ) ) . 
+ Ki - i,J) ( P - +v(i) ) ) (26) 
+ $(I, J) (1 - 2p) 
In Equation 26 the subscribt I represents the I*"^ radial position and 
the subscript J represents the time interval. 
At the boundaries Equation 26 does not hold because the values of 
$(I + 1,J) beyond the outer wall have no physical meaning. At the 
boundaries, the ijr values are evaluated by using the boundary conditions 
and the Taylor's expansion. The following result is obtained. At the 
inner wall: 
If (I-l, J) = t (I + 1, J) (27) 
and at the outer wall: 
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q X 2Ar 
* (I + 1, J) . * (I - 1. J) + (28) 
After rearranging the terms, the difference equation to represent 
Equation 19, can be written as follows for all points except on the 
boundaries : 
X p(I-l)) 
VCI.J) - V(I-1,J) ) 
(I) ) + (I-l) X r^(J-l) 
0 
+ *"&p ) (2*) 
where the terms rr and ^  are obtained from linear interpolation of 
By ôP 
the tabulated oxygen data. oil(/ôt is obtained by solving Equation 25, 
and cP/ot is obtained by solving Equation 23. At the boundaries, the_ 
physical boundary conditions are applied. If the oxygen is withdrawn 
at the inner boundary, the following conditions are applied: 
At the inner boundary, V(I,J) = ^  / (4nr^(I) x p(I) ) (30) 
At the outer boundary, V(I,J) = 0 (31) 
If the initial temperature and velocity profiles are knox-m, the 
profiles at the next time step can be calculated using Equations 23, 
26 and 29. The profiles at each time interval are found by using 
the profiles in the interval immediately preceding. Stepwise calculations 
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can continue until a sufficient time period is covered. 
Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions for an on-off control procedure are those 
as stated in Equations 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. The heat flux is either zero or 
q^ at the outer wall and is always zero at the inner wall. Initially 
the temperature profile is uniform. The operating pressure is allowed 
to vary in a prespecified pressure range. Initially the pressure is 
at its upper limit. As mass is withdrawn, the pressure tends to drop. 
The pressure is allowed to reach a lower limit. During this period, 
no heat is supplied (heat flux = 0). Tliis is called the cooling period. 
As soon as the pressure reaches a lower limit, the heater is turned on 
and heat is supplied at a steady predetermined rate. The pressure starts 
rising. When it reaches the upper limit, the heater is turned off. 
The time during which heat is supplied is called the heating period. The 
mass withdrawn, heating and cooling serve as boundary conditions in the 
system equations. 
Computer Flow Diagrams 
The computer programs for this problem were written in Basic 
Programming Support Fortran IV language, and were run on the IBM System/ 
360. The programs were divided into three sections; Tifo main programs 
and one subprogram. The two main programs are: Constant pressure 
operation and variable pressure operation. The subprogram calculates 
the collapse pressure when it enters the two phase region. Figure 5 and 
7 show flow diagrams of the computer program. Appendix C contains a copy 
of the actual programs which were used. 
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No 
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Calculate mean density 
and mean internal energy 
Convert ijf to temperature and 
find corresponding physical 
properties 
Figure 6. Computer flow diagram for variable operating pressure system 
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Dimensions and Data 
Tlie dimensions of the storage vessel and the specific boundary 
conditions chosen were based on a practical problem. The problem 
is one of the storage and supply of supercritical cryogenic oxygen 
capable of supplying oxygen to occupants of a space vehicle during 
prolonged periods of zero-g flight. There would not be any convective 
heat transfer because of the absence of a gravity field. Dimensions 
selected for the storage vessel are an inner radius of 0.2 feet and 
an outer radius of 1.06 feet. The oxygen is assumed to be at a 
uniform temperature of 112°K initially, and at a prespecified pressure 
of either 70 or 100 atmospheres. Heat is supplied at the inner or 
outer boundary at 300 or 600 Btu per hour. The other boundary is 
perfectly insulated and oxygen is withdrawn uniformly at this boundary 
at a prespecified rate of 1.0 pound per hour. 
The National Bureau of Standards has published a booklet (26) 
from which the heat capacity, density and internal energy data for oxygen 
were taken at different pressures. The tables have the data tabulated 
for temperatures from 55 to 300°K. The values for the thermal conductivity 
were taken from the graph published by Schaefer and Thodos (24). The 
physical properties were interpolated using linear approximation at 
intermediate pressures and temperatures. The physical data are presented 
in Appendixes D and E, 
INVESTIGATIONS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Tlie investigations were divided into tt-7o main groups: 
1. Preliminary work 
2. Testing of the control procedure 
Preliminary Work 
Tlie purpose of the preliminary investigation was to obtain 
approximate solutions to the transient behavior of the inherently 
non-linear storage and supply system. Supercritical storage is desir­
able in a zero-gravity environment to keep the fluid in one phase. 
UTnen the fluid is removed for consumption, it is important for metering 
purposes to know which phase is present and the location of the phase 
in the storage vessel. In a weightless environment there is no guarantee 
as to the location of the phase. Hence, the desirability of maintaining 
a single phase is apparent. 
The storage vessel was a five cubic foot spherical container 
(1.06 foot radius). Two heater locations were studied, one a spherical 
inside heater of 0.2 foot radius with uniform mass withdrawal at the 
outside boundary and the other a heater at the wall of the container 
with uniform withdrawal of oxygen at a central sphere of 0.2 foot radius. 
The inside heater represented a very severe test of the storage concept; 
the outside heater was intended to show the effect of a somewhat more 
reasonable distribution of heated surface. The spherical symmetry in 
each configuration reduced the complexity. 
This preliminary study was restricted to two limiting methods of 
operating each of the two storage configurations. Either a steady heat 
input of 39 Btu per hour, which results in a variable rate of oxygen 
withdrawal, or else a variable heat input corresponding to a steady 
mass withdrawal of 1.0 pound of oxygen per hour at a constant operating 
pressure of 64.5 atmospheres was assumed. Calculations were made of 
transient conditions including temperature profiles, oxygen withdrawal 
rate, mean enthalpy of stored oxygen and mass of stored oxygen. It 
was assumed that heat input and oxygen withdrawal rate were automatically 
matched to maintain a constant operating pressure of 64.5 atmospheres. 
Various approximate solutions 
Heat transfer within the oxygen by conduction and radiation is 
described by mixed partial differential and integral equations of energy, 
motion and continuity. Various approximate forms of these equations 
were used to obtain analytical closed-form solutions. A variety of 
case studies were made to calculate transient and/or steady state 
conditions in the oxygen container. The results of these case studies 
served as guidelines in obtaining more rigorous computer solutions, 
wherein the temperature dependence of the physical properties, such as 
thermal conductivity, heat capacity, mass density, and radiation absorp­
tion coefficient was accounted for. 
Infinite sphere These calculations were based on a central 
heater 0.2 foot in radius, a constant heat input rate of 39 Btu per 
hour, and an infinite sphere of oxygen at 64.5 atmospheres and 
0 
initial temperature of 122 K. In this analysis the radiation was assumed 
to be negligible and hence conduction was the only mode of heat transfer. 
Fourier's equation for spherical geometry was solved using arbitrarily 
averaged values of thermal conductivity, heat capacity and mass density. 
Cars law (5) has solved a similar case in his book "Conduction of Heat in 
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Solids." The infinite sphere analysis assumes that all heat which 
reaches the 5.0 cubic foot boundary will pass on through. The time-
temperature profiles showed that approximately one day is required for 
significant penetration of heat from the central heater at 0.2 foot radius 
to the 5.0 cubic foot outer boundary. Thus, for periods less than one 
day, this analysis of an infinite sphere would yield profiles in close 
agreement with the analysis based on a finite sphere. 
• Finite sphere The problem considered is conductive heating 
of a fixed sphere of fluid from a central spherical heater, which provides 
a constant total heat input. The density, heat capacity and thermal 
conductivity-of-the fluid are considered constant. The initial temperaf-
ture, too, is uniform throughout the fluid. The heat flux at the outer 
boundary of the sphere of the fluid is assumed to be zero. The mathe­
matical description of the problem in this case can be described as: 
—n 
Boundary conditions 1. 5T _ i 
dr Anr^k 
2. ar = 0 
ôr 
(33) 
r = R. 
1 
(34) 
r = R 
0 
The temperature in such a heated sphere as a function of the heating 
time'is given by the following non-dimensionalized equation: 
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wce.z) = 1 (z - 1)^ (z - 1)2 
1/3 + C.C I 6 2 
1 o 
(C. + Z) (1/30 + C.C /6) 
- ' (1/3 + C.C )' ° + «1 + ) 
1 o 
2 ^ Sin (Z-1) ) + Cos (Z-1) ) 
^ Sin (1 + 3C.Co + (C.C^yZ ) 
The non-dimensional terms are: 
_ 4nrK (T-T_) 
The eigenvalues are solutions of the equation: 
TTcTc~p 
1 o 
(36) 
(r - Rj) 
(r - a^) (37) 
tK 
(R - R.)2 C (38) 
o 1 p 
Ri 
^i" R - R. (39) 
o 1 
R 
C = —-
o R - R. (40). 
o 1 
(41) 
The values of depend upon C^ and C^, hence the geometry of the 
system. For the 0.2 foot heater and 1.06 foot outer radius of the 5.0 
cubic foot container they are: 
= 1.20TT 
= 2 . 14TT 
= NTT 
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The complete solution is presented in Appendix A. A direct 
temperature profile comparison of inside and outside heating was made 
by considering the outside boundary as a uniform heater. Heat is supplied 
uniformly at the outer wall at the same total rate with no heat flux at 
the inner spherical boundary. With the central small heater, the total 
temperature difference across the oxygen fluid is almost 275°K after 
64 hours with the heater at a high temperature of 430°K. But with the 
outer shell heater, the total temperature difference is 34°K, the heater 
being at 190°K. Thus one yields a very severe temperature gradient while 
in the other the temperature gradient does exist, but is not as severe. 
The next step was to undertake the more realistic variable-physical-
properties -system analysis.. 
Computer solutions 
Four different physical situations were studied in this preliminary 
work. These four differed in heater location (central or distributed at 
the outer wall) and the mode of operation (fixed heating rate or fixed 
mass withdrawal rate). 
A set of differential equations was used to describe all the 
different situations. It consisted of the equation of continuity, 
equation of motion and equation of energy as applied to spherical geometry. 
The heater location and mode of operation enter as boundary conditions 
to these equations. In the solution of these equations, the effect of 
radiation is included by use of a higher value for K, the thermal con­
ductivity. This is based on the diffusion approximation to radiation, 
which assumes that the oxygen is optically thick, at least within its 
absorption band. Physically, this claims that most of the radiation 
absorbed at a given point in the vessel has originated at nearby points, 
so that the temperature profile is linear in the region and the change 
of absorption coefficient is small. The detailed absorption band of 
oxygen is approximated further by considering that oxygen has a fixed 
absorption coefficient over its primary absorption band and is transparent 
to all other wave lengths. It is difficult to estimate the error of 
this approximation. Britz, in his work has shown that the diffusion 
approximation as used here yields an overstated amount of energy absorbed 
per unit volume (3). The effective total thermal conductivity is the 
sum of an ordinary thermal conductivity and an effective "radiative 
conductivity.." .Even by this approximation it was noted that radiation 
has a negligible effect at temperatures below about 150°K, simply 
because very little energy is radiated at such temperatures. 
In addition to sharing the same differential equations, the four 
cases have rather similar physical boundary conditions: 
1.' No heat loss by conduction from the storage vessel. 
2. Zero mass velocity of oxygen fluid at the heater surface. 
3. Uniform withdrawal of oxygen fluid in a radial direction 
at the unheated surface. 
4. A fixed heat flux at the heater-fluid interface of 39 Btu 
per hour or else a variable flus sufficient to maintain a 
fixed supply rate of 1 pound of oxygen per hour. 
Also, since velocities are very low in the container, the equation 
of motion becomes: 
ôr 
The rigorous solutions to these equations account for the nonlinear 
dependence of physical properties upon temperature, and so require a 
tabular input of physical properties of oxygen fluid as function of 
temperature at 64.5 atmospheres. 
Important results from this preliminary study 
The results include transient temperature profile, the withdrawal 
rate of oxygen (demand), heater temperature, mean enthalpy of stored 
oxygen, and mean density of stored oxygen as functions of time for both 
the inside as well as outside heater configuration. The calculations 
covered a maximum heating period of 256 hours, during which about 85% 
of the stored oxygen is removed from storage. 
Approximate solutions verses rigorous solutions The temperature 
profile in the oxygen fluid storage after 64 hours from start is presented 
in figure S. It is noted that the approximate solutions are in good 
agreement with the rigorous solution. All the three cases show severe 
temperature gradients across the oxygen fluid when it is heated by a small 
central heater at 39 Btu per hour. Since in the case of "Infinite 
sphere with constant properties," the heat entering the outershell is 
equal to the heat leaving the outer shell and in the case of "finite 
sphere with constant properties," the heat leaving the outer shell is 
equal to zero, the former gives a lower temperature profile than the 
latter. A proper choice of the average physical properties of oxygen 
might yield a still better agreement between the constant properties 
finite sphere solution and the rigorous solution. 
Temperature profile verses heater location A direct temperature 
profile comparison of inside and outside heating is made in Figure 9. 
'A' represents the inside heating with conduction being the only mode 
of heat transfer. 'B' represents the inside heating with both conduction 
Figure 8. Transient temperature profiles after 64 hours from start 
A. Finite case (constant properties) 
B. Infinite case (constant properties) 
C. Rigorous case (variable properties) 
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Figure 9. Transient temperature profiles after 64 hours from start 
A. Conduction only, inside heater 
B. Conduction and radiation, inside heater 
C. Conduction only, outside heater 
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and radiation being the modes of heat transfer. 'C' represents the 
outside heating with conduction being the mode of heat transfer. It 
is observed that the outside heater produced smaller temperature 
gradients than the inside heater. With outside heating, the radiation 
contribution was so little that in further studies, the radiation 
contribution was neglected with outside heating. 
Heater location versus mode of operation The temperature 
profiles for two modes of operation and two heater locations are presented 
in Figure 10. Profiles A and C correspond to a constant mass withdrawal 
rate of 1.0 pound of oxygen fluid per hour. The heat input rate had to 
be varied to obtain the constant mass withdrawal rate. Profiles B and 
D correspond to a constant heat input rate of 39.0 Btu per hour. A and 
B represent inside heating while C and D represent the outside heating. 
It is observed that more heat is necessary to obtain a constant mass 
flow rate and therefore profile A and C are at higher temperature levels 
than profiles B and D respectively. 
Demand versus heater location Figure 11 shows the demand or 
the mass withdrawal rate of oxygen as a function of time for both the 
inside boundary heating and outside boundary heating. Curve A represents 
the case wherein the heat is supplied at a constant rate of 39 Btu per 
hour at the inside boundary. The inside heating introduces waves in 
the supply rate or demand. Curve B represents the case wherein the 
heat is supplied at a constant rate of 39 Btu per hour at the outside 
boundary. In this case the supply rate increases steadily from 0.3 to 
about 1.4 pounds per hour. Initially the demand or the mass withdrawal 
is slow because the oxygen is below its critical temperature and acts 
Figure 10. Transient temperature profiles after 64 hours from start 
A. 1.0 pound/hour demand, inside heater 
B. 39.0 Btu/hour heat input rate, inside heater 
C. 1.0 pound/hour demand, outside heater 
D. 39.0 Btu/hour heat input rate, outside heater 
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Figure 11. Oxygen mass withdrawal rate 
A. Inside heater 
B. Outside heater 
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more like liquid (density changes very slowly with respect to tempera­
ture) . In the critical region, the liquid oxygen transforms to vapour; 
therefore, higher oxygen withdrawal rates are obtained. 
Heat input rate versus heater location To get a constant mass 
withdrawal rate from the storage, it is necessary to supply heat as a 
function of time or function of total mass of oxygen removed. Figure 12 
shows heat input rate as a function of total mass of oxygen removed from 
the container when heat is supplied at the inside boundary (A) and at 
the outside boundary (B). In case of outside boundary heating, more 
heat is required for the "same oxygen withdrawal rate of 1.0 pound per 
hour. There are fluctuations in the heat input rate when the heat is 
supplied from the inside boundary. These fluctuations are absent when 
heat is supplied from the outside boundary. The higher heating rate 
for the outside heating can be explained by the fact that a greater 
fraction of the oxygen receives the heat. 
Heater location versus heater temperature Figure 13 shows the 
temperature of the heater as a function of total mass of oxygen removed 
from the storage. The oxygen is removed at a constant rate of 1.0 pound 
per hour and heat is supplied to accomplish this at a constant pressure 
(64.5 atmosphere) . Curve A represents the temperature of the wall of a 
small (0.2 foot radius) inside spherical heater while Curve B represents 
the temperature of the outside boundary wall if the heat is supplied at 
that boundary. One observes that with the small inside heater, the 
temperature of the heater increases very rapidly. The heater temperature 
is above room temperature before even 15% of the total oxygen is withdrawn 
from the container. This makes the operation very unreliable because of 
Figure 12. Heat input rate profiles for constant oxygen withdrawal rate 
1.0 pound/hour oxygen withdrawal rate 
A. Inside heater 
B. Outside heater 
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Figure 13. Heater temperature 
A. Inside heater 
B. Outside heater 
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the severe temperature gradients and density gradients in the storage 
system. On the other hand with the outside boundary heater, the 
temperature of the heater wall increases gradually and slowly. This 
makes the operation of storage and supply reliable. 
Collapse pressure as a control restriction Figure 14 shows the 
collapse pressure as a function of time for the four cases . As mentioned 
before, collapse pressure is the pressure which would result if the 
stored oxygen were instantaneously well mixed. In such a mixing the 
mean density and mean internal energy of the oxygen would be esentially 
unchanged. In a well mixed pure fluid the pressure can be calculated if 
the density and internal energy are known. So the mean densities and 
internal energies calculated in this study are used to determine the 
collapse pressure as it varies with time of heating and type of operation 
of the storage system. The solid lines represent a single phase system 
while the dashed lines indicate that the collapse pressure lies in the 
two phase region. Curve A represents a constant heat supply at the 
outside boundary. Curve B stands for the constant mass withdrawal with 
outside boundary heating. Both C and D represent inside boundary heating. 
In case of C, heat is supplied at a constant heating rate of 39 Btu per 
hour while D represents constant mass withdrawal from the container. In 
cases C and D, with small inside heater, the collapse pressure reaches 
as low as 15 atmospheres or below compared to an operating pressure of 
64.5 atmospheres. Through most of the heating the system collapse 
pressure is in the two-phase region. In cases A and B which represent 
the outside boundary heating, the collapse pressure always exceeds 45 
atmospheres and is only briefly inside the two-phase region. To insure 
Figure 14. Collapse pressure 
Operating pressure 64.5 atmospheres 
A. 39 Btu/hour heat input rate, outside heater 
B. 1.0 pound/hour demand, outside heater 
C. 39 Btu/hour heat input rate, inside heater 
D. 1.0 pound/hour demand, inside heater 
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single phase fluid in the storage at all times, it is necessary to keep 
the collapse pressure above saturated vapor pressure corresponding to 
the mean or well-mixed fluid temperature. 
Testing of Control Procedure 
The preliminary work was limited to constant pressure operation. 
To obtain a constant oxygen withdrawal rate, the heat supply was varied 
to maintain the pressure in the storage at the same constant operating 
pressure level of 64.5 atmospheres. To test the control procedure, it 
is necessary to vary the pressure in the storage over a predetermined 
pressure range. As explained earlier, the control procedure would be an 
on-off heat supply. Oxygen is withdrawn from storage without any heat 
supplied. When the pressure of the system drops to the lower limit of 
the operating pressure, heat is supplied at a predetermined rate till 
the system pressure reaches the upper limit of the operating pressure, at 
which time the heater is turned off. This procedure is repeated over the 
total time period. As the lower limit of the operating pressure approaches 
the upper limit, the frequency of the on and off action increases and the 
operation tends to be very similar to that of the constant pressure 
operation at the upper limit of the operating pressure. Previous work 
indicates that with the use of small inside heater the system became very 
difficult to handle. Therefore in the further research efforts only the 
outside boundary heating was studied. The collapse pressure is a function 
of the temperature gradients in the storage system. When there is a 
severe temperature gradient the collapse pressure is very low. Inside 
heating results into very severe temperature gradient and therefore low 
collapse pressure which is disadvantageous for the control operation of the 
storage system. The 'on-off' control procedure allows the system 
pressure to vary within a specified pressure range. When the heater is 
turned on, heat is supplied to the mass and this tends to build up 
temperature gradient. This results into lowering the collapse pressure. 
At the end of heating period, the system pressure reaches the upper 
limit of the operating pressure. The. heater is turned off. During 
this period here referred to as the cooling period, the heat is 
dissipated and the temperature gradient flattens out gradually. This 
raises the collapse pressure. Figure 15 shows collapse pressure as a 
function of total oxygen mass withdrawn from the storage system. Curve 
A represents a constant pressure operation at an operating pressure of 
70 atmosphere. Curve B represents the collapse pressures at the end of 
cooling periods. The operating pressure at the end of any cooling period 
is 65 atmospheres. Curve C represents the collapse profile at the end 
of heating periods. The operating pressure at the end of any heating 
period is the upper limit, 70 atmospheres. The tie lines which join 
the profiles B and C represent the heating and cooling periods. For 
example, 12 or 34 are cooling periods while 23 is a heating period. One 
can see that the heating period is shorter than the cooling one. Another 
interesting observation was made. The control procedure allowed the 
collapse pressure to increase during the cooling period, and some times 
this collapse pressure was higher than the corresponding one obtained with 
constant pressure operation. In other words the collapse pressure region 
for the variable operating pressure operation enveloped the collapse 
pressure profile for constant operating pressure operation. Temperature 
profiles were drawn at 3 (end of heating), 4 (end of cooling) and 5 
Figure 15. Collapse pressure vs. mode of operation 
A. Constant pressure operation at 70 atmospheres . 
B. Variable pressure operation at 70-65 atmospheres 
(end of cooling) 
C. Variable pressure operation at 70-65 atmospheres 
(end of heating) 
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(approximately same time for constant pressure operation). They are 
referred to as C, A and B respectively in Figure 16. It is observed 
that profile at the end of heating is most severe while one at the end 
of cooling is least severe. 
The following sections discuss the effects of the different control 
variables on the efficiency of the operation. The upper pressure limit 
was chosen to be 70 atmospheres and pressure was allowed to vary in 3 
different pressure ranges--70-68, 70-65, and 70-60 atmospheres. Two 
levels of the on-off heat input rates were studied--0-300 and 0-600 
Btu per hour. The demand or oxygen withdrawal rate was the third 
control variable. It was observed that at 1.0 pound per hour demand rate, 
the collapse pressure entered the two phase region. The demand was 
lowered to 0.75 and 0.50 pound per hour and the effect of lowering the 
demand rate was observed. Study was made of step changes in the demand 
on the behavior of the system. In one case the demand was specified at 
1.5 pound per hour for the initial 100 hours and then it was suddenly 
dropped to 0.5 pound per hour. In the other case the demand was specified 
at 0.5 pound per hour for the initial 100 hours and then it was suddenly 
raised to 1.5 pound per hour for the remaining 100 hours. 
To obtain 1.0 pound per hour mass withdrawal rate, one could operate 
the system at a higher operating pressure. By increasing the operating 
pressure, the storage capacity did not improve significantly but the 
operation did improve. The system was studied at an operating pressure 
of 100 atmosphere. The lower limit of the operating pressure was 
maintained at 98 or 90 atmospheres. It was observed that a higher 
demand could be realized by doing so. A detailed discussion will follow. 
Figure 16. Transient temperature profile vs. mode of operation 
A. Constant pressure operation at 70 atmospheres 
B. Variable pressure operation at 70-65 atmospheres 
(end of cooling) 
C. Variable pressure operation at 70-65 atmospheres 
(end of heating) 
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One mechanical feature was studied. This is the mass withdrawal 
location. For mechanical simplicity one would remove the oxygen at a • 
port on the outer boundary. An attempt was made to see if it would be 
beneficial to remove oxygen at the central location. 
Collapse pressure versus absolute operating pressure 
Figure 17 depicts the effect of operating pressure on the efficiency 
of operation. Curves A and B represent operation at the higher system 
pressure while C and D represent that at lower system pressure. In 
case of A, the pressure is allowed to vary between 100 and 98 atmospheres • 
and heat is supplied at 300 Btu per hour. In case of B the pressure is 
allowed to vary between 100 and 90 atmospheres and heat is supplied at 
600 Btu per hour. While in case of C the system pressure is allowed to 
vary between 70 and 68 atmospheres and heat is supplied at 300 Btu per 
hour and in case of D the system pressure is allowed to vary between 70 
and 60 atmospheres and heat is supplied at 600 Btu per hour. The dotted 
lines in C and D indicate that the collapse pressure lies in the two 
phase region. One observes that the increase in the operating pressure 
has tremendously improved the operation. All the four profiles are for 
a 1.0 pound per hour oxygen withdrawal rate. This withdrawal rate is 
safer with higher operating pressure than at the lower. The graph also 
indicates that if pressure measurements permit a lower allowable pressure 
range, one should operate at that lower pressure range; because increasing 
the pressure range decreases the collapse pressure. In all the four 
cases, the profiles represent the collapse pressure at the end of heating 
periods, i.e., the lower limit of the collapse pressure profile. 
Figure 17. Effect of absolute operating pressure on collapse pressure 
Demand 1.0 pound/hour 
A. Operate pressure range 100-98 atmospheres, heat input 
rate 300 Btu/hours 
B. Operate pressure range 100-90 atmospheres, heat input 
rate 600 Btu/hours 
C. Operate pressure range 70-68 atmospheres, heat input 
rate 300 Btu/hours 
D. Operate pressure range 70-60 atmospheres, heat input 
rate 600 Btu/hours 
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Collapse pressure versus operating pressure range 
Figure 18 shows the effect of operating pressure range on the 
performance of the storage system. The four profiles represent the 
collapse pressure as a function of the total oxygen withdrawn from 
storage. The dotted lines indicate the two phase region. The profiles 
are for a constant mass withdrawal rate of 1.0 pound per hour. Curve 
A stands for constant pressure operation at 70 atmospheres, while B, 
C, D represent variable pressure operation at 70-68, 70-65 and 70-60 
atmospheres respectively. The heat was supplied at 300 Btu per hour 
with on-off procedure for the variable pressure operation. The collapse 
pressure decreased as the lower limit of the operating pressure was 
decreased. It was interesting to note that the variable pressure operation 
at 70-68 atmospheres closely resembled the constant pressure operation 
at 70 atmospheres for all practical purposes. 
Collapse pressure versus heat input rate 
Figure 19 depicts the effect of heat input rate on the performance 
of the system. The four profiles represent the lower limit of collapse 
pressure as a function of total oxygen withdrawn from the storage. Curves 
A and B stand for the operation at a pressure range of 70-65 atmospheres 
with 300 and 600 Btu per hour heat input rate respectively, while curves 
C and D represent the operation at a higher pressure range of 70-60 
atmospheres with 300 and 600 Btu per hour heat input rates respectively. 
All four profiles indicate that heat input rate has very little effect 
on the performance. In other words at the lower heating rate of 300 Btu 
per hour and the higher heating rate of 600 Btu per hour the performance 
is almost identical. One would like to use the higher heating rate since 
Figure 18. Effect of operate pressure range on collapse pressure 
Demand 1.0 pound/hour 
Absolute operate pressure 70 atmospheres 
A. At constant pressure 70 atmospheres 
B. At variable pressure 70 -68 atmospheres 
C. At variable pressure 70 -65 atmospheres 
D. At variable pressure 70 -60 atmospheres 
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Figure 19. Effect of heat input rate on collapse pressure 
Demand 1.0 pound/hour 
A. Operate pressure range 70 -65 atmosphere J heat input rate 300 Btu/hour 
B. Operate pressure range 70 -65 atmosphere, heat input rate 600 Btu/hour 
C. Operate pressure range 70 -60 atmosphere, heat input rate 300 Btu/hour 
D. Operate pressure range 70 -60 atmosphere. heat input rate 600 Btu/hour 
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this allows more flexibility in the operation and heat can be supplied 
by higher capacity heaters. 
Collapse pressure versus demand 
Oxygen withdrawal rate or demand affects the performance of the 
system. This study can be divided into two sections. 
1. Constant pressure operation. 
2, Variable pressure operation. 
The constant pressure operation was used since it reduced computing 
time by almost half. As mentioned earlier, the operation tends to be 
similar to the constant pressure operation as the operating pressure 
range is decreased. 
Constant pressure operation Figure 20 shows the effect of demand 
on the collapse pressure as a function of total oxygen mass withdrawn. 
Curves A, B and C represent 1.00, 0.75 and 0.5 pound per hour demand. 
When oxygen is withdrawn at l.OO or 0.75 pound, per hour, the collapse 
pressure enters the two phase region (shown by dashed lines) while at 
0.5 pound per hour the collapse pressure stays in the stable, safer, 
single phase region. The reason for lower collapse pressure at higher 
demands can be explained by Figure 21. Profiles A, B and C represent 
heat input rate as function of total oxygen withdrawn for 1.00, 0.75 
and 0.5 pound per hour. More heat input is necessary to achieve a higher 
demand rate. It is interesting to note that in all the three cases the 
heat input rate decreases similarly with respect to time. In Figure 
22, temperature profiles at three different times are drawn for the 
three cases. It is observed that for 1.00 pound per hour demand, the 
profile is most severe (represented by A) while for 0.5 pound per hour 
Figure 20. Effect of. demand on collapse pressure 
Constant pressure operation at 70 atmospheres 
A. 1.00 pound/hour demand 
B. 0.75 pound/hour demand 
C. 0.50 pound/hour demand 
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Figure 21. Effect of demand on heat input rate 
Constant pressure operation at 70 atmospheres 
A. 1.00 pound/hour demand 
B. 0.75 pound/hour demand 
C. 0.50 pound/hour demand 
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Figure 22. Transient temperature profile at three different times 
Constant pressure operation at 70 atmospheres 
A. 1.00 pound/hour demand 
B. 0.75 pound/hour demand 
C. 0.50 pound/hour demand 
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demand, the profile is least severe (represented by C). 
The effect of step changes in the demand is represented graphically 
in Figure 23. Profiles A, B, and C show collapse pressure as a function 
of total oxygen withdrawn from the storage. Case A represents a constant 
demand of 1.0 pound per hour while case B represents a demand of 0.5 
pound per hour for the initial 100 hours and 1.5 pound per hour for the 
rest 100 hours. Case C represents a demand of 1.5 pound per hour for the 
initial 100 hours and 0.5 pound per hour for the rest 100 hours. Hence 
at the end of 200 hours in all the three cases a total of exactly 200 
pounds of oxygen are withdrawn. Removal of 1.5 pound per hour initially 
decreases the collapse pressure more rapidly and the collapse pressure 
reaches the two phase region more quickly. This is obvious since it 
becomes necessary to supply more heat to obtain a higher demand. 
Variable pressure operation Since at 70 atmospheres operating 
pressure, the collapse pressure entered the two phase region when the 
demand was specified at 1.00 pound per hour, the operation was studied 
at a lower demand (0.5 pound per hour). Figure 24 shows the collapse 
pressure regions for the two demands. Both A and B represent the 70-68 
operating pressure range systems --A for 1,00 pound per hour and B for 
0.5 pound per hour. The dark shaded regions represent two phase region. 
With lower demand the system performs considerably better. The collapse 
pressure is in the two phase region for only a little while as compared 
to the case with the higher demand. Similar profiles are drawn for the 
operating pressure at 100 atmospheres. These are shown in Figures 25 
and 26. In figure 25 the operating pressure was varied between 100 and 
90 atmospheres. Profile A represents the collapse pressure region when 
Figure 23. Effect of step changes in the demand on collapse pressure 
Constant pressure operation at 70 atmospheres 
A. 1.00 pound/hour demand 
B. 0.50 pound/hour demand 0-100 hours and 
1.50 pound/hour demand 100-200 hours 
C. 1.50 pound/hour demand 0-100 hours and 
0.50 pound/hour demand 100-200 hours 
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Figure 24. Effect of demand on the collapse pressure 
Variable pressure operation at 70-68 atmospheres 
A. 1.00 pound/hour demand 
B. 0.50 pound/hour demand 
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Figure 25. Effect of demand on the collapse pressure 
Variable pressure operation at 100-90 atmospheres 
A. 1.00 pound/hour demand 
B. 2.00 pound/hour demand 
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Figure 26. Effect of demand on the collapse pressure 
Variable pressure operation at 100-98 atmospheres 
A. 1.00 pound/hour demand 
B. 2.00 pound/hour demand 
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the demand is 1.00 pound per hour. It is interesting to notice that the 
collapse pressure is always in the one phase region. Profile B represents 
the collapse pressure region for a higher demand of 2.0 pounds per hour. 
One notices that the system collapse pressure does enter the two phase 
region. Profiles in Figure 27 represent operation at 100-98 atmospheres 
operating pressure range. The collapse pressure region here is thinner 
than the one in Figure 25. Also it is noticed that the collapse pressure 
just touches the two phase region even at 2.0 pounds per hour demand 
rate. This is an improvement over the operation in which the operating 
pressure was allowed to vary between 100-90 atmospheres instead of 100-98 
atmospheres. 
Collapse pressure versus mass withdrawal location 
In the testing of the control procedure, the heating was accomplished 
at the outside boundary and the oxygen mass withdrawal was assumed to be 
at the inside boundary. This simplifies the mathematical model because 
the velocity terms in the equations representing the physical situation 
are functions of only radial position. Velocities are uni-directional. 
In actual practice for mechanical simplification one might like to remove 
oxygen from a point outlet on the outer shell. This will affect the 
velocity profiles in the storage container. To study the effect of • 
velocity on the performance of the operation, the velocity terms in the 
equation of energy were set equal to zero. The results are plotted in 
Figure 27. Both profiles A and B represent operation at 70-68 atmospheres 
operating pressure range with 300 Btu per hour heat supply rate and 1.0 
pound per hour mass withdrawal rate. In solving for profile A, the 
velocity terms were accounted for. The velocities were in the radial 
Figure 27. Effect of velocity on collapse pressure 
Variable pressure operation at 70-68 atmosphere 
Heat input rate at 300 Btu/hour 
Demand at 1.0 pound/hour 
A. Velocity terms accounted for 
B. Velocity terms neglected 
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direction pointing towards the center. In solving for profile B, the 
velocity terms were neglected. As one can see that even though the 
velocity terms are very small, they affect the collapse pressure and 
therefore the performance of the operation significantly. In case B, 
the collapse pressure stays in the two phase region even after 200 
pounds of oxygen were withdrawn from storage, while in case A, the 
collapse pressure of the system returns to the single phase region. 
A similar test was made at the higher operating pressure. Figure 
28 shows the collapse pressure profiles against the total oxygen with­
drawn from the storage. Profile A corresponds to mass being removed at 
the center, or .velocity terms pointing towards the inside boundary. 
Profile B stands for velocity terms being neglected; and profile C 
represents the case wherein mass is removed uniformly at the outer 
boundary, or velocity terms pointing towards the outside boundary. 
Profile C would be a closer approximation to actual practice wherein 
oxygen is removed at an outlet on the outer shell. In all these cases 
the heat was supplied uniformly from the outside boundary. The graph 
indicates that performance is better in case A than in case C. In the 
initial period in both cases performance is approximately the same but 
as time goes on, C gets worse. Figure 29 shows temperature profiles in 
the storage container at two different times. In the beginning 
(approximately 25 pounds removed), the temperature profiles for all the 
three cases are similar and hence the performance is the same; but after 
195 pounds are withdrawn from the system, case C shows a most severe 
profile while case A indicates the least severe profile. This is indi­
cated by the very bad performance in case C against good performance in 
Figure 28. Effect of mass withdrawal location on collapse pressure 
Variable pressure operation at 100-98 atmospheres 
Heat input rate at 300 Btu/hour at the rate boundary 
Demand at 1.0 pound/hour 
A. Mass withdrawn at the inner boundary 
(velocity terms pointing inwards) 
B. Velocity terms neglected 
C. Mass withdrawn at the outer boundary 
(velocity terms pointing outwards) 
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Figure 29. Transient temperature profile at two different times 
Variable pressure operation at 100-98 atmospheres 
Heat input raté at 300 Btu/hour at the rate boundary 
Demand at 1.0 pound/hour 
A. • Mass withdrawn at the inner boundary 
(velocity terms pointing inwards) 
B. Velocity terms neglected 
C. Mass withdrawn at the outer boundary 
(velocity terms pointing outwards) 
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case A in Figure 28. The reason for this is that when mass is removed 
from the center both heat and fluid flow in the same direction. This 
helps the heat dissipation in the stored fluid. When the mass is 
removed from the outer boundary fluid flows against the flow of heat. 
This hinders -thè dissipation of heat. This is an important observation 
because even though mechanically the idea of the removal at the outer 
shell sounds encouraging, it is detrimental to the overall control of 
the storage and supply of oxygen. As seen earlier, operating at the 
higher operating pressure (100-98 atmospheres) it is possible to get 
almost 2.0 pounds per hour withdrawal rate if the withdrawal location 
is at the center, while if the withdrawal location is at the outer 
boundary, the safe mass withdrawal rate is limited to 1.0 pound per hour. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on a mathematical study of on-off pressure control for a 
cryogenic oxygen storage and supply system, the following conclusions 
and recommendations are made: 
1. Approximate analytic solutions to the equation of energy have 
fair agreement with the rigorous transient solutions obtained 
on the digital computer. The approximate solutions were 
cheaper and served as good guidelines for the rigorous study. 
2. The numerical study shows that rapid mixing of the stored 
cryogenic fluid would be expected to change system pressure 
by destroying existing temperature gradients. The collapse 
pressure corresponding to a well-mixed state is invariably 
lower than the operating system pressure. 
3. Suitable design parameters for the oxygen storage and supply 
system have been established by comparison of collapse pressure 
performance of selected system designs. 
a). The performance of the system deteriorates when the 
system is operated near or below critical pressure. 
The performance improves as the operating pressure 
is increased. If the operating pressure is maintained 
at 70 atmospheres, a steady demand of 0.5 pound per 
hour can be safely realized. Higher demand increases 
the chance of loss in the operating pressure, since 
the resulting collapse pressure lies in the two phase 
region. If the operating pressure is increased to 
100 atmospheres, a demand of 2.0 pounds per hour can 
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be safely realized. 
The choice of on-off pressure range affects system 
performance to some extent. Larger pressure ranges 
cause inferior performance; the collapse pressures 
tend to be lower. However for a pressure range of 
2 atmospheres or less, system performance is practically 
equivelent to constant pressure operation. 
A small central heater would generate very severe 
temperature gradients in the stored fluid. This results 
in a very low collapse pressure. Such a heater, 
therefore, is detrimental to the efficiency of the 
physical system. A large heater distributed over 
the outside boundary on the other hand, develops less 
severe temperature gradients in the stored fluid. 
This results in acceptable collapse pressures. There­
fore, a distributed heater is recommended. 
Heat.input rate has little effect on the performance 
of the system in the cases studied, except that with 
a more powerful heater, the heating period becomes 
shorter. For on-off pressure control, any heater which 
would supply heat at a higher rate than the minimum heat 
input rate at any time, would be satisfactory. The 
actual power requirements for the heater would depend 
on design considerations other than collapse pressure 
performance. 
The location of the oxygen withdrawal port is very 
critical. For a reliable supply it is best to 
remove the oxygen from the center of the storage 
container. It is recommended that oxygen be with­
drawn through a pipe which extends to the center of 
the storage container. 
It appears that the proposed on-off pressure control system 
is not only simple but can be designed to provide adequate 
performance in a zero-g environment. 
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NOMENCIATURE 
The following nomenclature applies to all preceding sections 
some terms more than one meaning has been assigned. All of these 
well as other special symbols, are defined within the test of the 
section for which they apply. 
A Constant of integration 
B Constant of integration 
Non-dimensional inner boundary radial distance 
C Non-dimensional outer boundary radial distance 
0 
Cp Heat capacity 
D Demand or mass withdrawal rate 
f Function 
I Integer 
i Integer 
J Integer 
K Thermal conductivity 
M Total mass at any instance or integer 
N,n Integer 
P Pressure 
q Heating rate 
q' Normalized heating rage 
q. Heating rate at the inner boundary 
X 
q^ Heating rate at the outer boundary 
R. Inner boundary--radial distance 
1 
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Outer boundary--radial distance 
r Radial distance 
s Laplace transform 
T Temperature 
Initial temperature 
t Time 
V^,V Velocity in the radial direction 
W Non-dimensional temperature 
Roots to constant property solution 
X State variable vector 
Z Non-dimensional distance 
a Thermal diffusivity 
3 Finite difference grid ratio 
A Indicates small difference 
AP Operating pressure range 
8 Non-dimensional time 
Eigenvalues 
p Density 
\{j Integral of K with respect to T 
yM. Viscosity of oxygen 
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APPENDIX A 
General Constant Property Solution 
The general description of the constant property problem has been 
given in the Theoretical Development section. In this section the details 
of arriving at Equation 35 will be shown. The partial differential 
Equation 32 after making the substitutions from Equations 36, 37, 38, 39, 
40, to nondimensionlize it, reduces to the following: 
H - à  
The boundary conditions after nondimensionalizing: 
1. c. ^  - W = -1 at Z =0 (A-2) 
1 
2 .  c  ^ - W  =  0  a t  Z  =  1  ( A - 3 )  
O Où 
The laplace transforms of Equations A-1, A-2, A-3 reduce the partial 
differential equations to ordinary ones, which can be written as follows: 
^ = SW (A-4) 
Boundary conditions : 
1. c^ ^  - W = - ^  at Z = 0 (A-5) 
2 .  c ^ - W =  0  at Z = 1 (A-6) 
o dz, 
T(o ,r) is assumed to be zero. 
Solution to the ordinary Equation A-4 in the Laplacian domain is: 
W = A Sinh nJs" Z + B Cosh \{s" Z (A-7) 
Constants A and B can be calculated by applying the boundary con­
ditions (Equations A-5 and A-6). The constants are: 
. _ _! CfY^S sinh>/s" - CoshJs^ (A-8) 
^ " S # CoshsiS + (c^c^s-1) SinhVs) 
ill 
^ C Js Cosh n /s" - Sinh Js 
® = S (js°Cosh yfS & (C.C^ S-1) Sinh ^ 
1 o 
Substituting constants A and B in Equation A-7, the following 
result is arrived at: 
W = ( Sinh v/s (21-1) + C Js Cosh Js (Z-1) ) (A-10) 
SA(S) 0 
where A(S) = Js" Cosh Js + (C^C^S-1) Sinh Js (A-11) 
where 
The corresponding solution in the 9 domain has the form: 
a 
W (0, Z) = ^ (A-12) 
N=1 
The use of conventional complex variable analysis indicates that 
there is a double pole at S - 0, and first order poles at the roots of 
Equation 41, "where X = ix. The results of the analysis show that: 
1 . (2-1)3 C^(Z-l)^ 
^o " (1/3 + C C^) ( 6 ~2 
(C. + Z) (1/30 + C.C /6) 
- ' (1/3 + C.C,)' ° + (Ci + ) (A-13) 
and 
, 2  
. . . 4 ,  . . .  
Si. », (1 4 3 + (C C,!,) 
Combining Equations A-13 and A-14 gives Equation 35. 
The following calculations are an example of the application of 
Equations 35 and 41. Shown are typical calculations made to find the 
points similar to those plotted in Figure 8. The values of are 
formed by solving Equation 41 by"trial and error. The first two values 
of are: 1.20n and 2.14Tr. As N-r>-a, The inner and outer 
radii are 0.2 and 1.05 feet respectively, therefore: 
C. = R./(R -R.) = 0.2/(1.06-0.2) = 0.2325 
1 1 o 1 
C = R /(R -R.) = 1.06/(1.06-0.2) - 1.2325 
0 O O 1 
The time 16 hours is chosen, and for the case of t = 16 hours, 
8 = 0.0945. If the exponential term for N = 2 is evaluated: 
exp(-X^2®^ = exp(-(2.14n)^ x 0.0945) = exp (-4.3) 
It is seen that terms above N = 1 are negligible at and after 
16 hours. Therefore, the solution will merely be: 
W(0.0945,2) = 
Substituting for W from Equation 36, 
T = 220 4 (W + W ) 
4T&r ° 
Substituting Equations A-13 and A-14 for and W^, = 39 Btu/h4, fr, 
or, the following result is obtained: 
3 
T = 220 + ^  + 0.6162 (Z-1)^ - 0.1312 (0.2325 + Z) 
+ (0.2325 + Z)(0.0945) ) 0.001317 (3430) (Sin(3.7699(l-Z) ) 
- 4.65 C S (3.7699 (1-Z) ) ) exp (-14.16 x 0.0945) 
o 
Suppose the radial position r = 0.25 feet is chosen as an example 
then Z = 0, and the temperature at the heater surface will be: 
T = 220 + 485 - 48 = 657°R 
Suppose'the radial position r = 1.07 feet is chosen as an example 
then Z s 1, and the temperature at the outer boundary will be: 
T = 220 - 7.6 + 12.4 = 224.8°R 
= 124.3°K 
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APPENDIX B 
Collapse Pressure and Operating Pressure 
The "collapse pressure" is defined as the pressure which would 
result if the stored oxygen which has hot and cold regions were rapidly 
well mixed so that a flat temperature profile is obtained in the system. 
In this system the rapid mixing might correspond to as high as one 
hour, since the temperature in the stored fluid changes very slowly 
with respect to time. Both the total volume and total internal energy 
can be assumed to stay constant. If the system were isothermal, the 
collapse pressure and operating system pressure would be equal, but 
for non-isothermal system this is not true. Rapid mixing of the stored 
fluid would change the system pressure by destroying existing temperature 
gradients. It will be shown that the collapse pressure corresponding 
to a well-mixed state is invariably lower than the operating pressure 
for cryogenic, oxygen. 
Figure 5 depicts the relationship between internal energy and 
specific volume for cryogenic oxygen at different pressure parameters. 
These constant pressure curves are convex. A real-valued function f(x) 
defined for all values of x in an internal a$ x $ b is said to be convex 
if for every pair a 4 (x^,x^) ^ b and all 
b 
If f(x) is a convex function, P(x)> 0, P(x)dx = 1, then the 
a 
following result can be proved: 
b b 
f(x) P(x)dx ^  f(J" icp(x)dx) 
a a 
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The definition of the convex function and proof for the above 
result can be found in references (17a) and (9a) respectively. 
In the physical situation under consideration, x is the internal 
energy, f(x) is the specific volume and P(x) is the weighting function. 
Tlie weighting function takes into consideration the geometry of the 
storage container. The result as applied to the physical situation can 
be interpreted as : 
Mean specific 
volume after 
Specific volume 
corresponding to 
the mean internal 
energy after mixing 
at the system pressure 
Hence, from Figure 5, it can be observed that the mean specific volume 
after rapid mixing would lie on the left of the f(x) curve corresponding 
to the system pressure before mixing. Therefore, the pressure corre­
sponding to the mean specific volume and mean internal energy would 
invariably be less than the system pressure before mixing. 
At high internal energies, the relationship between specific volume 
and internal energy becomes linear. At such high internal energies, 
therefore, the collapse pressure and operating pressure would be the 
same. In other words, there would not occur any loss in system pressure 
on mixing. One could imagine physical situations where on mixing a 
gain in system pressure would occur instead of the loss in system pressure 
discussed earlier. One example would be that of an ideal gas with 
specific heat which increases with rise in temperature. In mathematical 
terms one could explain this situation by defining the relationship 
between internal energy and specific volume to be concave relationship. 
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When the curve is concave, the collapse pressure would be higher 
than the operating pressure. 
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APPENDIX C 
Computer Programs 
The programs used for testing the control procedure, as applied 
to a supercritical cryogenic storage and supply system for oxygen 
fluid, were written in Basic Programming Support Fortran IV Language 
for the IBM System/360 computer. This section contains computer 
program for variable operating pressure system, computer program for 
constant operating pressure system and subprogram for calculating the 
collapse pressure. 
The programming nomenclature is listed below: 
ALPHA (I) thermal diffusivity 
ALPHAC (I) calculated ALPHA (I) 
BPACT operating pressure 
BPCONI conditional pressure 
BPHI upper limit of the operating pressure 
BPLO lower limit of the operating pressure 
CONDG (I) calculated thermal conductivity 
DELTR radial grid interval 
DENK (I) density of saturated oxygen fluid 
DENSC (I) calculated density 
DENSK (I) density from tabulated data 
DENSM mean density 
DP change in operating pressure 
DPSDT (I) change in 4* w.r.t. time 
DRODPC (I) calculated change in density w.r.t. pressure 
DRODPK (I) tabulated change in density w.r.t. pressure 
lis 
DRODSC (I) calculated change in density w.r.t. \j( 
DRODSK (I) tabulated change in density w.r.t. 
DTIME time interval 
ENK (I) internal energy of saturated oxygen fluid 
ENKGM mean internal energy 
EKRGYC (I) calculated internal energy 
ENRGYK (I) internal energy from tabulated data 
IIP number of radial divisions or lumps 
NA.LL index referring to final data card 
NSTART index referring to starting data card 
P (Ij pressure from tabulated data 
PACTOL actual operating pressure 
PC collapse pressure 
PS IK: (I) from tabulated data 
PSIC (I, 2) calculated \ji 
BAD (I) radial position 
RAD IN radius of the inside boundary 
RADOUT radius of the outside boundary 
SAQO minimum heat supplied at the inside boundary 
SAQOM maximum heat supplied at the inside boundary 
SAQP minimum'heat supplied at the outside boundary 
SAQPM maximum heat supplied at the outside boundary 
SDPSDT substantial derivative of \{; w.r.t. time 
StlFR mass withdrawn based on density change 
SMFRV mass withdrawn based on boundary velocity 
TEMPO (I) calculated temperature 
TEMPK (D 
TENKGI 
TDP 
TIME 
TMASSI 
VEL (I) ~ 
temperature from tabulated data 
total internal energy 
total change in operating pressure 
current time 
total mass 
velocity 
other variables defined locally in the program 
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MAIN PKOr.KAM - CUNTWUL NFCSK.N FOR A CRYOGENIC FLUIO 
SRR.TÏAÛF AND SUPPLY SYSTEM |N ZERO GRAVITY FIELD 
K VARTLAOLF HEAT SUPPLY CONTROL PHDCEOUHE 
. ALLOWING THC ACTUAL PKESSURT IN THE STORAGE 
TO STAY CONSTANT AT PREOFFFRMLNFO PRESSURE. 
PATTATRAYA V. KAMAT 
MARCH IS, 1966 
DIMENSION TCKPKMOO) , PSlK(*nOI , OFNSK lAOO) , 
IfSKCYK MOO) , AlPHA (400) , OROOPK (400) t OROnSKl^iOO) t 
?RAU120) « RAOSC (?0) , ALPHACtPO) t nENSC( 20) » CNRGYC (?0)« )nnun*c (?o) , OKunsc(?a) » CONOC (20i • OPSDT I?O) , 
4SnPSnT (?Q) , PSIC (20 , 21 , VEL (20» • R0R0ST(20) • 
SOROPR 120) , TEHPC(20) ,AMAX(20) , CNX(201,P(2â)«ENKi25)»0ENK(2S) 
C C INPUT PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF THE SYSTEM 
C 
MEAD < 1» 3000 ) OriME t Ofe'LTR , RAOUUT , RAOIN t WALL , 
HIP ,SAWO » SAQP I NSTART , SAQPH « SAQOM 
tnOO FORMAT ( F6.t« F 4,6 , fV.6 • f <>«6 t t 13 f F4,l , F4,l, 13, 
I FU.5, Fll.S ) 
: .INPUT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN FLUID 
AT THE THO PRESSURP LIMITS 
REAO (I ,3001) { I , TEMPKU) F PSLKD) 
I t ALPHA (I) , OROOPKII) f DROOSK I I I 
1001 FORMAT ( IS , Flo,4 , F10,5 # F 10.5 
IFIO.5 , F 13.5 ) 
DENSKIN , ENRGYKU) 
1 - 1 • WALL ) 
F10.3 , E 10.4 T 
[ INPUT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OXYCRU FLUID 
C TU CALCULATE THE COLLAPSE PRESSURE AT ANY INSTANT 
c 
READ ( 1 , 1050 ) ( I • PU) , OENKU) , ENKIU , 
1050 FORMAT ( IS , FLL.O T F9.3 , 5X , FIO.3 ) 
: TO FIND THE VOLUME OF THE CONTAINER 
IP • IIP • 2 
I II IP • IP - I 
O N  3 0 0  I "  2 , I P  
XI" . I 
RAOD) • RAD IN *1X1-2.) # OELTR 
100 RAOSU (I) > RAO(L) # RAOL I ) 
RADINT « 0.0 
DO 700 J • 2 , 11 IIP 
RAT > ( RAOSQ(J) '* RAOSO (J*U T / 2.0 • OELTR 
700 RADINT • RAOINT * RAT 
PI • 3.14159265 
VOLUME > 4.0 • PI • RAOINT 
20 ) 
TO INITIALIZE THE PROBLEM 
ICONT > I 
ICNT - 1 
ITIM • 1600 
CYHFR • 1.5 
OYMFR • 0.5 
CSHFR > CYMFR • 0.45359 / 3600.0 
PSMFR » OYMFR • 0.45359 / 3600.0 
XMFR # 0.0 
GALEN > 300.0 # L.O / 87.933% 
AQPH » -115.0 
SAOPM • AQPM / GALEN 
NOLL • NSTART • IR9 
OU 30? I • ? • IP 
PSIC (III) > PSIK (NOLL ) 
OCNSC (I) - DENSK ( NOLL ) 
TEMPC (I) - TEMPK ( NOLL ) 
OHONSC (I I • OFLOOSK ( NOLL ) 
ALPHAC (I) • ALPHA ( NOLL ) 
CONOC (I) • ( PSIK(NOLL) * PS1K(N0LL-U ) 
YMFR « DYMPR 
SMFR . 
TMASS 
YTMASS 
TMASSX 
I TOM 
RTPACT 
NUM m 
TIME • 
DSMFR 
• OENSK ( 
TMASS / 
• TMASS 
• 57600 
• 70.0 I 
0.0  
NOLL 
0.45359 
) VOLUME 
: OUTPUT OF THE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
WRITE (3,1008) 
LOOA FORMAT!// 30% , 56K THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE BROUGHT AY • • 0. V 
1. X.#* , /// ) 
WRITE ( 3 F 3010 ) RADIN , OTIME • RAOINT 
3010 FORMAT! 2% T 26H INSIDE RADIAL ROUNOARY • , F10«6 , 6H METER , 
13X , 16H TIME INTERVAL - • FLO.?, « FLH SECONDS • 3%, 25H RADIUS-
2SQUARC INTEGRAL « • F10«* • 9H CU.METFR, / I 
Figure 30. Computer program 
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W«nc  (  3  t  3011 )  4AnnuT ,  nr^TK  ,  VPLUMP 
3011 POMMAT (  2X ,  27M our^ inc  RADUl nOimOAHY" ,  c in .h  t  6M « tTfK ,  
l?x  ,  16H HAP.  ISTF4VAL •  .  FlO.h  .  6H MfTrt  ,1 |K , 18M SfPHAf,  
2E V I ILUMF •  t  F IO .6  I  4H CU. ' ^nTFR * / / )  
W4ITE ( 3, 3014 I neSSRl  NST4«TM89)  •  TMASS i r fHASS 
3014 FORMAT (  ?9H INITIAL OrNSITY IN STtJR\GF -  .  FIO.5  ,  I IH KILO 
1  CHS. /CU.METER ,  3X,22H TPTAL «ASSIINITIAL)  •  .F lO. i  .  IIH KIL 
2UGRAMS I  IX  ,  2HUR I IX t  Fl0 . t>  $ f lH  POUN'^S .  /  )  
WRITE (  3  ,3015)  rSR5YK(NSTART*ly9 |  ,  I IP  ,  NALL 
3015 FORMAT (29H INITIAL INTFRNAL TNERr.V .  ,  2X,  FIO.3  .  2<,  7M JOULE 
IS .ZX,  ?2H NUMBER OF nivismss • . I> .  3X ,  
2 19H TOTAL DATA CARDS - ,  IS ,  / / )  
URITC (3  ,  30UI  TEMP* CNSTART • IR9)  
3016 FORMAT (5X  33H INITUl  TEMPCMATim!-  IN STORACF >•  F10.4  ,  / / )  
315 CONTINUE 
C 
C TO CALCULATf PSIC AT THE CNOPOINTS 4N0 
C TO CALCULATE THE RATF OF INCREAS*^ OF PSIC W.R.f ,  TIME 
C 
P S I C  ( 1 , 1 )  •  P S I C  ( 3 , 1 )  
I I  •  IP  •  I  
00  305 I  -  2  * HUP 
TOOCLT •  2 .0  •  OELTR 
rCLTRS •  PFLTR •  OfcLTR 
A1 -  ALPHAC ( I )  /  CrLTRS 
A2 •  (  ALPHAfl l ) /RAn(I )  -  VtL(I )  )  /  TOOfLT 
A3 «  2 .0  •  A1 
nPSDT H i  •  PSICII*!  , J )  •  (  Al  •  A? )  •  PSIC ( I - l  ,  1  i  
I  # ( A I - A 2 ) -  P S I C  (  1  •  1  )  •  A 3  
305  SOPSOT(I)  •  PPSOr ( I )  *  VEL ( I )  •  (PSIC (1*1,  I  )  -  PSIC ( I -
II , 1 ) > / ( 2.0 • nCLTR ) 
00 306 I  •  2  .1111» 
306 RORDST ( I I  •  OROPSCd)  »  OPSOTI 1)  #  R. \OSQ( 1  )  
TRC40S •  0 .0  
or  701 J  •  2  ,  I IP  
ROKDS »  (  RORDST(J)  •  RDROST(J* | )  )  /  ? .0  •  OELTR 
701 TRO^OS •  TRPROS •  RDKHS 
CKOROS • I SMFR •  4.0*PMTHnR0S )  /  (  -  4.0»PI  )  
RORDST I IP)  •  2.0*CR0R0S/DELTR -  RDRDSTI1111P)  
OPSOTdP)  •  RPROSri lPJ  / lOROOSCMP)» RAOSOdP)  )  
Al  «  ALPHAClIP)  /  DELTRS 
A2 »  (  ALPHAC(IP) /RAn(IP)  .  VEL(IP)  )  /  TUDELT 
A3 > 2 .0  •  Al  
PSIC(IP«l ,n  •  (nPSDT(IP)-PSIC(IP-1 ,1)*(AI-A2)*PSICI1P,1)*A3)  
1  / ( A L + A Z )  
C 
C TO CALCULATE THE HEAT INPUT RATE 
C 
SAOPH »  -  (  2 .0«PI*RAODUT»RADOUT»(PSIC(IP^l , l )  -  PSIC(IP- l , l )  )  
t  )  /  DELTA 
C 
C TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITY PROFILP 
C 
308 ICP > IP  -2  
VCL ( IP  )  •  0 .0  
no  307 J  "  1  ,  lOP 
1  •  IP  -  J  
RM > RADSO (1*1)  
RMl •  RADSO ( I )  
307 VEL ( I )  "RM* DcNSC (1*1)  •  VEL ( ! • ! )  / (RMl# DENSC ( I )  )  *  
1  I  (  OELTR /  (  KKl  •  DENSC (1)  )  )  •  (  (  (  DPSDT (1)  •  
2 OROOSC ( I )  »  RMl )  )  •  
3  (  {  OPSOT (1*1)  •  ORODSC (  1*1)  •  RM )  
4  )  )  /  (  2 .0  )  I  
DO 436 I  •  2 •  IP  
436 PSIC (  I  ,  2  )  •  OTIME # OPSOT ( I )  *  PSIC (1 ,1)  
TIME -  TIME *  OTIMC 
C 
C TO FIND THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 0= OXYGCN 
C FLUID AT ALL THE RADIAL POSITIONS AT THAT INSTANT 
C 
00  310 J  < 2  ,  IP  
NOAL •  TfKPCIJ)  *  IVSIC(J ,2)  -  PSIC(J , l )  )  /  CONDCIJ)  
IF  I  PSIC(J ,2)  -  PSIK(NOAL) )  500 ,  501 ,  504 
500 00  311 I  -  1  ,  NALL 
K «  NOAL -  I  
IF  (  PS1C(J ,2}  -  PSIK(K)  )  311 ,  502 •  503 
311 CONTINUE 
502 I  •  K 
00  TO 31?  
503 I  •  K*l  
GO TO 312 
501 I  > NOAL 
CO TO 312 
504 00  511 I  •  I  ,  NALL 
K "  NOAL .*  I  
IF  (  PSIC(J«2)  -  PSIK(K)  )  505 r  505 ,  SJ l  
511 CONTINUE 
505 I  •  K 
CO TO 312 
312 RATIOl  "  (  PSIK ( I )  -  PSIC (  J ,  2  )  )  /  (  PSIK (1)  -  PSIK ( I -
1 1  )  )  
TfMPC U)  •  TEMPK (1)  -  (TEMPK ( I )  -  TfiMPK ( I - l l )  •  RATIOl  
ALPHAC ( J )  •  ALPHA I I )  -  ( ALPHA ( I ) -  AlPHA(I- l ) )  •  RATIOl  
ENRGYC I J )  •  ENRCYK ( I )  -  ( ENRGYKIH -  ENROYK(1-1)) •  RATIOl  
DftODSC <J)  •  DROOSK ( I )  -  ( DROOSK 11)  -  OROOSKCI- l ) ) •  RATIOl  
Figure 31. Computer program 
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OFNSC I  J )  -  OFNSK(I)  -  Î 
M O  cusnc  ( J )  "  I  
no  )16  I  
Mb PSIC (  I»  I  )  
PfNSH • 0.0 
ENHGM > 0 .0  
1 ) 1 »  7 0 ^  I - ? ,  I P  
AM&K (1) - OFNSC (t )  
703  CN* 111 •  F\kCYC ( I  » 
PSIKIl»  -  PSIK 
? . \** 
PSIC (  I  
OfNS<{I  I  
II-l) -  OFNSKd-U)  I  
•  R&DSO n i  
in  # OENSC I I  I  
T-ASSI  •  
TCNRr. l  •  
ni !  70?  4K4XH • 
f N X M  •  I  
ÎM/SSI  -
TfNKr,! . 
nEusM 
ENKr.H 
u.o 
O.o 
J  •  ?  ,  HI  IP  
I AHA* IJI • AMAX 
LNxiJ) • mxij*u ÎMASSl *AM&%4 
TENRCI •  FNXW 
TKASSI/  HAOINT 
TCNRr. I /  TPAbSI  
U*l) I Ï / 2.0 2.0  •  OELTK helt^ 
Til  CALCULATT THÇ CCLLAPSE PRESSURE 
no  ir 
«*0 
El  
NH 
CI 
NH 
6A0 I • NUM t ?0 { tSKUM - FNKII) ) 650 ro » FNK{n 
• ENKIl + n 
I  
Gi l  TO 670 
649 fO «FNK {1-1)  
CNKII)  I-I 
'.U TO 670 660 CCNTISUE 6 70 NUM - NH 
no •  OENK (SUM) 
01 > DENK INUH * \) 
IF  I N U M  -10 )  f lOO ,  f lOl ,  
SUM 
GO TO 803 
•SUM 
CO Til mo) 
M . ?i - Nuy 
CONTINUE 
J«C 
JK « M - J 
JJ « JK • I 
649 • 650 » 660 
«00 
f lOl  
AO? 
A03 
50  
IF  H - JK )  71 , 72 , 71 
?  JJ  • 11 1 20 » FNC (FNRGM ,  60 ,  El  , 00 01 JJ  
a » FNC (ENKC .M  , go ,  El  , no 01 JK 
IF  ID tNSM - 20 ) 30 , 30 , 31 1 IF  (  J J  - M ) 99 , 32 , 32 
IR -  I  
GO TO 34 
0 n • Û 
IF  lOfcNSH -  I I  
IF  UK -  I  )  
IR •  - I  
GO TP 34  
J » J*l 
r .O TO 50  
I F  U K )  5 1  t  
1= I  JK-H )  
IF  INUH -101 
PCI  •  P(  JK 
33 # 
,  40  
34  ,  
, 41  
PI  JK )  
5.0 ) • 
PC 
cn  TO 70  
PCI  -PUK*!)  • 
PC -  P I  JK 
GO TU 70  
PC •  PI  JK 
GO TO 70  
PC »  0 .0  
PC •  70 .0  
CONTINUE 
I  »  NUM 
OM « SMFR •  DTIHF 
THASSX •  T"ASSX-
ITIMC •  TIME 
AOPM »  SAQPM •  GALEN 
XTIME -  TIME /  .3600.0  
IF  < ITIM -  ITIME )  99  
CONTINUE 
. 52 ,  53  
61 ,  60  ,  99 
6 2 , 6 1 ,  6 3  ) • s.o • I ENRCM -eo) lEl -EO)  
I  PCI  -  PI  JK ) )  •  I  OENSH -21  1 /  (20-21)  
I  ÊNRGM -EO)  / lEl - rO)  
I  PCI  -PIJK ) ) •  IDENSM-Zl) /  120-21)  
)  •  5 .0  •  I DENSM -21)  /  (  20-21  )  
DM 
C OUTPUT OF COLLAPSr  PRESSURE INFORMATION 
C 
WRITE (  3  ,  2001 )  TIME ,  XTIMF ,  SAQPM ,  AOPM ,  OENSH ,  
1  ENRCM ,  PC 
2001 FORMAT I  lOX ,  P10.2  ,  5X ,  F10.6  * lOX ,  FIO.4  ,  SX » F10.4  ,  
I  lOX ,  Flo .6  •  5X « FIO.3 ,  5X ,  F6.4  ,  /  )  
ICNT •  ICNT •  I  
IT I .M «  Ï600 
ITIM -  ITIM $ ICNT 
IF  I  ITIME -  360000 )  2004 ,  3050 ,  3050 
3050 SMFR > CSMFR 
VMF« -  CtMFH 
Figure 32. Computer program 
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2004 CONTINUE 
I f  i  i r iME -  ITOM J 315  ,  4004 ,  99  
400)  CONTINUE 
XOCNSM > (  DFNSM •  vnLUHP /  0 .45359 )  
SHFRV •  4 .0  •  PI  •  RADSQ 12)  »  OCNSC (2)  •  VEL 12)  
XMfR »  -SXFflV #  I  3600.0 /  0 .45359 )  
YTMASX "  TM4SSX t  0.45359 
C 
C OUTPUT OF TCKPERATURF AND VELOCITY PROFILE AND 
C OTHER INFORMATION 
C 
WRITE I  3  .  3003 J TIMF ,  XTIH£ 
3003 FORMAT!/ / /  20%,  BH TIME > •  FIO.O $ lOH SECONDS.  « 4X ,  
I  ,  4X ,  F10.6  V 6H HOURS » /  > 
WRITE I  3  ,  3009 )  SAOPM ,  AQPM 
3009 FORMAT (  30X ,  40H OUTSIOE MEAT RAÎÇ (  AT THF INSTANT )  •  ,  
1  FIO.4 ,  12H JODLCS/SrC.  •  IH ,  2H0R * IX ,  FIO.4  ,  
2  RTH 6ÏU/HR. , / ) 
WRITE (  3  ,  3004 )  SMFR ,  YSFR 
3004 fORMATI 30X t  fOH MASS FLOW RATE «  ,  F10,7  ,  17H KILOGRAMS/ 
ISrCOND ,  2% I  3HUR ,  F 10 .5  ,  12H POUNOS/HUUR ,  /  )  
WRITE {  3  .  3018 )  XMFR 
3018 FORMAT (  30X ,  54)1  MASS FLOw RATE I  USING VELOCITY AT THE BOUNDARY 
1  )  >  ,  Fin .5  t  12H POUNOS/HOUR t  /  )  
WRITE (  3  .  3020 }  TMASSX .  YTMASX 
3020 FORMAT \  30X ,  3)H TOTAL MASS (  AT THE INSTANT )  •  ,F10.5  •  
I  I IH kilograms « IX,  2H0R ,  2X,  F10.5»  8i1  POUNDS •  /  )  
WRITE (  3  •  3005 )  OENSM ,  XOENSM 
3005 FORMAT I 30% , 17H MEAN DENSITY • ,F10.6 »14H K.GMS/CU*MTR. 
1 ,4H CR » 2X •  UH TOTAL MASS «  *  F10.5  ,  
2 9H POUNDS.  t  /  )  
WRITE (  3  ,  3006 1  ENRGM 
3006 FORMAT (  30% •  24H MEAN INTERNAL ENERGY -  ,  2X,  F10.3  ,  2X » 
. 1  17H JOULES/KILOGRAM. ,  / / )  
WRITE (  1  ,  3007 I  
3007 PORMAT (  30X ,  I3M RADIUS,METER t  5X ,  19H TEMPERATURE,KELVIN » 
15% ,  22H VELOCITY,METER/SECONO ,  /  I  
W1ITE t  3  •  3008 }  I  RAOd)  * TEMPC ( I )  ,  VEL I I )  ,  
I  I  •  2  ,  IP  )  
3008 FORMAT I  32X •  .  FlO.8  ,  12X ,  FIO.4  ,  15X ,  CIO.)  )  
WRITE (  )  ,  2002 )  
2002 FHRMAT ( I I I  Ï 
ICONT •  ICONT •  I  
ITOM > 57600 
ITOM •  ITOM •  ICONT 
3423 IF  (  I  TIME -  720000 )  345 •  346 ,  346 
345 GO TO 315 
346 CONTINUE 
99  STOP 
END 
Figure 33. Computer program 
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H4IN PROGRAM -  CONTROL DESIGN FOR A CRYQOCNIC FLUID 
STORAGE A\n  SUPPLY 5YSTFM IH ZERO GRAVITY FIELD 
AM ON -  OFF MUAT SUPPLY CONTROL PROCEDURE 
-  ALLOWING THE ACTUAL PRESSURE IN THE STORAGE 
TO STAY BETWEEN TWO PREOETERM!NCD PRESSURE LIMIT 
OATTATRAYA V.  KAMAT 
MARCH 15 ,  1006 
DIMENSION TEHPK(400)  ,  PSIK{«00)  ,  DCNSK 1400)  $ 
FNKIiYK 1400)  ,  ALPHA (400)  t  OROOPK 1400)  S  0*UDSK(400)  ,  
RADI20)  « RAOSO (?0)  t  ALPHACUO) .  0ENSC( ?0)  ,  ENRRYC (?0)*  
PHOOPC t?0)  f  0R0OSC(?0> •  CONDC 120)  ,  OPSOI 120)  » 
SOPSOT (20)  t  PSIC (20  ,  2)  » VEL (20)  ,  R0RDST(20)  » 
OROPR 120)  •  TEMPC(201 ,AHAX(20)  ,  FNX(20) ,P(25) tENK(29) .OCNKl25)  
C 
C INPUT PHYSICAL CONSTANTS OF THE SYSTEM 
C 
RFAD f  1 ,  3000 )  OTIME •  OELTR .  RAOOUT ,  RAOIN i  NALL i  
LIP fSAOU T SACP r NSTARI » SAOPH ,  SAOOM 
3000 FORMAT I  Fh . l ,  F 9 .6  ,  F9.6  t  F  9 .6  ,15 ,13 ,  F4«l  ,  F4.1 ,  13 ,  
F l l .5 .  FIU5 ) 
C 
C INPUT PHYSICAL PROPFRTlbS OF OXYGEN FLUID 
C AT THC TWO PRESSURE LIMITS 
C 
RFAD ( I  ,3001)  < I  f  TEHPKIl )  ,  PSIK(I)  ,  OENSKd)  ,  ENRGYKfl l  
,  ALPHA I I )  ,  nROOPKd)  ,  D%ODSK ( I )  ,  I  -  1  ,  NALL )  
3001 FORMAT (  15  , .  F1G.4 ,  F10.5  ,  F 10 .5  # FID.3  » E  10.4 , 
F10;5  i  r  13 .5  )  
C 
G INPUT PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN FLUID 
C TO CAICIILATG THE COLLAPSf  PRESSURE AT ANY INSTANT 
C 
READ (  1  •  1050 )  I  I  «  P ( I I  ,  DENK(I)  ,  ENKd)  ,  I  "  1  ,  20 )  
1050 FORMAT (  15  ,  Fl l .O ,  F9.3  ,  5K ,  F10.3  )  
C 
C TO riND THC VOLUME OF THE CONTAINER 
C 
IP  •  H»» •  2 
LII IP  •  IP  -  I  
no  300 (  •  2 ,  IP 
XI  »  1  
RAD(I)  -  RAOIN «- . I  XI  -2 . )  •  DCLTR 
300 RAOSO ( I )  •  RAD(I)  »  RADI I  > 
no 700 J - 2 , niip 
RAT > I  RAOSQU) •  RAOSO ( J*I )  )  /  2 .0  •  OELTR 
700 RAD I  NT -  RAOINT •  RAT 
C 
C TO INITIALIZE THE PROBLEM 
C 
JCOMT •  1  
XHFR •  0 .0  
GALFN #  300.0  •  1 .0  /  87 .9333 
AQPM •  -  600,0  
SAOPM #  AQPM /  GALEN 
OTIKbB "  600.0  
HTIMES •  120.0  
OTIME #  OTIMCe 
NUM •  1 
CNT •  UO 
TIM -  3600.0  
PI  •  3 .14159265 
VOLUME •  4 .0  •  PI  •  RAOINT •  
NOLL •  NSTART •  U9 
no 302 1  -  2 ,  IP  
PSIC I I  » t )  -  PSIK (NOLL )  
DENSC U)  » DENSK (  NULL )  
TEMPC ( I )  «  TfMPK I  NOLL )  
HROPR I I )  1  ORODPK (  NOLL )  #  RADSQ 11)  
DROPSC ( t  )  -  DROnSK (  NOLL )  
ALPNAC U)  «  ALPHA < NOLL )  
302 CONOC ( I )  1  (  PSIKINOLL) -  PSlK(NQLL-l )  )  
nENSM •  DENSK (NOLL) 
YMFR" "  1 .0  
SMFR •  YMFR *  0 .45359 /  3600.0  
TMASS "  OENSK (  NOLL )  #  VOLUME 
VTMASS •  TMASS /  0 .46359 
TMASS* -  TMASS 
TIME -  0 .0  
TUM •  28Q00.0  
BPHI #  70 .0  
BPLD "  60.0  
OPCONO •  68.0  
TOP •  BPHI -  BPLO 
np • 0.0 
DPACT •  BPHI 
C 
C OUTPUT OF THE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C 
WRITE 43 ,1008)  
1008 FORMAT!/ /  30X ^  56H THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE BROUGHT 8V#*0.  V 
• K« • • • /// ) 
Figure 34. Computer program 
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WRITF (  3  » to rn  )  RADtN ,  OTIME ,  RADINT 
SOlO FORMAT* ?X « ?6M INSIDE RADIAL ROUNUARt > ,  FIO.A ,  6H METER ,  
)% t  16H TiMf INTERVAL •  •  f lO.2  •  OH SECONDS # 3X« 29H RADIUS-
SQUARE INTEGRAI .  • r iO.6  f  OH CU.METER,  /  )  
WRITE (  1  ,  se l l  * RAOnUT ,  OElTR ,  VOLUME 
ion  FORMAT (  ,  ?7H ( lUTSlOE RADIAL POUNOARV» ,  P10.6  ,  6H METER ,  
?X « l&H RAD,  iNfEAVAL •  •  FIO.6  ,  6H METE4 »I IX ,  If lH STURAG 
E VOLUME .  t no .A ,  QH CU.METER , / /#  
WRITt  (  )  •  3012* AQO *  SAt iOM ,  AQOM 
*012 FORMAT! ? t  ,26H (NSIDC LOW HFAT RATE -  t  FIO.6  ,  JOULES/SE 
CDND t  U » INSIDE MAXIMUM HEAT RATE •  » FIO.6  ,15H JUU 
LES/SECOND ,  IX » ?M3R- •  IX ,  FIO.6  * lOH BTU/HOUR,/ )  
WRITE < 3  f  3013)  AQP ,  SAQPM « AQPM 
1013 FORMAT I  2X •  2AM OUTSIOF LOW HPAT RATE -  » F tO.*  « 15M JOULES 
/SECOND •  IX •  29H OlITSinr  MAXIMUM HCAT RATE •  » F10.4  •  15H 
jnULFS/SFCONn ,  IX I  2H0R ,  IX •  FID.4  ,  I  OH BTU/MOUR , / / )  
WRITE {  y ,  3014 )  OENSKI NGTART*I89)  ,  TMASS .  YTMASS 
1014 FORMAT (  79M INITIAL DENSITY IN STORAGE •  t  FIO.S ,  
CMS./CU.METER •  3%«Z2H TOTAL MASSIINITIAL)  > ,F10.% •  
Or .KAHS •  IX ,  2HON f  Ik ,  FIO.S ,  8H POUNDS* /  )  
WRITE < 3  »30l^)  ENRGYK(NSTART*1A4)  < I IP  t  NAIL 
so ts  F0RMAf(24H fNITfAL INTERNAL ENERGY «  t  2X,  F10.3  ,  2X,  
S  •  2X i  27H NUKOER OF DIVISIONS •  t  13  •  3X •  
19H TOÏAL DATA CARDS -  •  f»  •  / /  )  
WRITE (3  .  3016) TFMPK (N' iTART •189» 
1016 FIIRKAT (5X 33H INITIAL TEMPERATURE IN STORAGE - t  FI0 .4  •  
l i s  CONTINUE 
C 
C TO CALCULATE PSIC AT THE ENDPOINTS 
C 
XEROX »  I -SAQPM* OELTR )  /  I 2 .0  »  P i  *  RADOUT #  RAOOUT )  
C0NT2 > 0 .0  
117 PSIC I  IP*1,  I  > •  CUNT2 *  PSIC 1  IP-1  t  1  )  
PSIC (  I  »  I  )  •  PSIC 13 ,1)  
' c 
C TO CALCULATE THE RATE OF INCREASE OF PSIC W.R.T.  TIMC 
C 
11 •  IP •  I  
350 00  305 I  -  2  •  IP  
TOOELT •  2 .0  # DELTR 
nCLT*^ •  OELTR •  OCLTA 
AI  •  ALPMAC (M /  OFLTRS 
A2 •  < ALPHACin/RAOd)  •  VELIM ) / TODCLT 
A3 -  2J0  •  Al  
OPSOT (1)  -  PStCIUl  , l )»(Al*A2)+ PSIC 11-1  ,  1  )  
•  I  Al  •> A2 )  -  PSIC I  1  •  1  )  •  A3 
30* CONTINUE 
C 
C TO CALCULAT:  THE RATE OF PRESSURE DROP W.R.T.  TlMf 
C 
00 106 I "  2 , IP  
106 RDROST f l )  •  ORODSCin •  OPSDTI 1)  *  RADSQII)  
TOROOP -  0 .0  
TRDRDS -  0 .0  
00  701 J  •  2 ,  l i t  IP  
DROOP •  (DKOPRU) •  DRDPRU*1)  > /  2 .0  *  OELTR 
f tOROS > i  RORDSTiJ)  *  RORDSTlJ«-U )  /  2 .0  •  DELTR 
TORODP •  TOROOP •  DROOP 
*"* 701  TRDRDS -  TRDRDS •  RORDS 
opor  •  (-SMFft  -  (4 .o*pi«rRnRos  n /<4.o«Pi«rDRoop i  
c 
C TO CALCULATE THE VELOCITY PROFILE 
c 
30# lOP •  IP  -  2 
VEL ( IP  )  •  0 .0  
DO 307 J  "  1  ,  lOP 
t  •  IP -  J  
RM •  RAOSQ ( I t l )  
RMl > RAOSQ (11  
107 VEL ( I )  "RM. OENSC (1*1)  •  VFL 11*1)  /  (  RHl  •  DENSC (1)  1  •  
I  I  nCLTR /  (  RMl •  OENSC ( I )  )  )  •  (  (  (  OPSDT (1)  •  
DROOSC (11  •  RMl  )  •  (  OPDT •  OROPR ( I )  )  )  •  
I  I  OPSOT lUl )  •  DROOSC I  1*1)  •  RM 1  •  (  DPOT •  OROPR (1*1)  
1 ) t / < 2.0 ) ) 
IGOR •  0  
309 DP "  DPOT *  OTIME 
PACTOL •  RPACT •  OP 
BPniFL •  PACTOL -  BPCONO 
BPUIFH -  PACTOL ~  BPHl  
IF  (  BPDIFH I  414 $  416 ,  4 l6  
_  414 IF  IBPOITLl  417,  417,  4152 
4152 I f  (  C0NT2 I  415 » 415  ,  4153 
4153 CONT? «  XEROX 
GO TO 4151 
415 CUNT2 •  0 .0  
GO TO 4151 
416 OTIMED -  IBPDIFH) /  DPOT 
OTIME .  DTIME -  OTIMED 
PACTOL "  BPHI 
C0NT2 > 0 .0  
GO TO 4151 
41T OTIMED •  I  RPDIfLI  /  DPOT 
OTIME #  OTIME -  DTIMEO 
PACTOL •  BPCONO 
C0NT2 •  XEROX 
19H KILO 
UN KIL 
7H JOULE 
/ / )  
Figure 25. Computer program 
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%151 CONTINUE 
(>n tn #"2, IP 
431 PSIC (1 ,2) .  OTIME •  DPS O T  ( I )  •  P S I C  1 1 , 1 )  
C 
C TO CHECK THE MASS BALANCE AND SEE IF  THE TIME INTERVAL 
C NEED TO BE CHANGED 
C 
00  450 4  •  2  ,  IP 
NOAL •  TrHPC(JI  •  (PS(C(J*2)  •  PSICfJ t l )  I  /  CONOCfJ)  *  77*0 
IF  {  PSIC(J ,2)  -  PSIK(NOAL) )  4 )1  •  452 ,  45b 
4SI  00  453 1  •  t  ,  NAIL 
K •  NOAL -  I 
IF  < PSIC(J t2)  -  PSIKIX)  > 451  ,  454 ,  455 
453 CONTINUE 
454 I  •  K 
CO TO 460 
455 I  "  K*1 
GO TO 460 
45?  I  *  NOAL 
GO TO 460 
456 00 457 1 •  I  »  NALL 
n • NijAi * I 
IF  I  PSJCU,2I  -  PSIKIK» )  458 ,  458 ,  457 
457 CONTINUF 
456 I - K 
GO TO 4f ,0  
460 RATIO!  •  I  PStK ( I )  -  PSIC (  J ,  2  )  )  /  I  PSIK ( I )  -  PSIK I I -
1 1 ) 
RAT102 > (  APHI •  PACTOL I  /  TOP 
L «  I  -  lf l9  
450 OENSCIJI  "  OENSKin -  lOENSKI I  )  -  OENSK ( I -D)  •  RATIOl  -inFNSKin - DENSK ID)  •  RATI02 
OENSOL •  0 .0  
DO 461 ]  "? , IP  
461 ANAXIM •  OENSC (1)  •  RAOSOII)  
TMASSI • 0.0 
DO 47? J ' 2 • HHP 
AMAX4 • I AKAX |J) • AMAX I J*!) ) / 2.0 # DELTR 
972 TMASSI « TMASSI *AMAXM 
OENSOL • TMASSI/R40INT 
IF I IGOK-N 476,464,99 
476 nneNSH • IDENSM -DENSOL ) • 4.0 • PI # RAOINT 
DM - SMFR • OTIFE 
OERROR • APS( DDENSN -OH ) / OH 
IF I DEPROR - O.OOL ) 465 T 465 , 463 
464 TIME m TIME •  OTIME 
DM •  SMFR »  OTIME 
OTIME m OTIMES 
APACT -  PACTOL 
DENSM > OENSOL 
GO TO 480 
465 TIME • TIME • OTIME 
ON •  SMFR •  OTIME 
OTIME #  DT1HE8 
RPACT #  PACTOL 
OENSH «  OENSOL 
CO TO 480 
463 IF  {  DFRROR -  O.Ol  )  466  ,  466 ,  470 
466 IF  I  OTIME -  OTIHES )  464 ,  464 ,  474 
474 I f  t  OTIME - OTIMCB) 465,465,99 
470 IF ( OTIME - OTIHES I 464 • 464 , 475 
475 OTIME •  DTIHES 
IGOR "  IGOR * l  
DP • PPOT • OTIME 
PACTPL • BPACT • OP 
GO TO 4151 
4«0 CONTINUF 
C 
C TO FIND THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF OXYGEN 
C FLUID AT ALL THE RADIAL POSITIONS AT THAT INSTANT 
C 
00  310 J  -  2 t  IP  
NOAL •  TEHPCiJ)  •  (PStCU,2)  -  PSIC(J ,n  t  /  CONOCIJI  •  77.0  
IF  I  PSrCU$2)  -  PSIK(NOAL) )  500  ,  501 ,  504 
500 DO 311 t  •  I  •  NALL 
K •  NOAL •  I  
IF ( PSICUt2l - PSUIK} ) 311 f 502 t 503 
311 CONTINUE 
502 I  •  K 
CO TO 312 
503 I  •  K4l  
GO TO 312 
501 I  •  NOAL 
GO TO 312 
604 DO 511 I  m \  »  NALL 
K "  NOAL *  I  
IF  (  PSIC(J ,2)  -  PSIKIK)  )  506 ,  505 •  511 
611 continue 
505 I  -  K 
GO TO 3 :2  
312 RATIOl  •  I  PSIK ( I )  *  PSIC I  J»  2  )  )  /  I  PSIK lU -  PSIK 11-
1 ) ) 
RATI02 "  I  6PHI  -  mPACTI /  TOP 
L •  f  -  l i9  
TEMPC ( J l  •  .  TWPK I I I  -  ITEHPR ( f l  -  TEMPK l ] -U)  «  RATIO:  
Figure 36. Computer program 
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ICNRr.YKin - rNK'-.YK \ I 
DKOPR (J) -I nKiinpKin tATIOI-
• HAusa u* 
l )ROOSK(|-in« KATIOI-
AlPllAC (J» • ALPHA <II - < ALPHA (|F- ALPHAJI-U) • -(ALPHA C L L  -  A L P H A  I  L  I  I  #  <<AT|()7 
FNRGVC U» •  VNPr.VK ( I I  -  ( ENRCYKUI -  FNKGYK(f-UM fATIOl  
)  I  •  RAT 107 
( DKHUPK (I) - NROUPK((-TN 
I PRONPK II) - i)>>nui>K ( L n * RATIO? I 
naonsc ( J )  « nwnnsR 111 -  i  iuudsk  in  -(DHOnSKU) - D«)UnSK I I )) • RATIO? 
110 coNor  (J) • ( PSIKIN - PSIK U-U ) 
00 '16  I  •  ?  .  IP 
316 PSIC (1 ,1)  •  P S I C  I  1 , 2 1  
no 70* 1*2 ,  IP 
70)  FNX ( I )  •  FNRCVC ( I I  •  KAUSQ ( I )«  DENSC I I  
TENKGI •  n .n  
n o  7 0 ?  J  •  2  .  H H P  
FNXN •  I  FNVIJ)  *  LNXIJ^n )  /  ? .0  •  OCLTR 
70?  7ENRGI "  TENKGI *  FNXM 
TNKON •  TFNRCI/  THASSI  
660 
c 
c TO CALCHLAIC THE COlLAPi t  PRFSSURT 
c 
no f»60 I  •  NUM ,  2n 
IF  I  TNRÛM -  CNKdi  1  649 , 650 , 
650 to •  FNK(I)  
F t  •  ENK 1  Ml)  
NM •  1 
no TO 670 
649 eo •FNK 1I - l )  
F1 *  ENK(1 )  
NM •  1-1  
GO TO 670 660 CONTINUF 6 70 NUM • NH 
PO # OFNK (NUM) 
ni > PFHK (NUM 
-10 ) 
• U 
)0 
71 
IF (NUM 
000 M # NUM 
no TO 60)  
001 M • Nim 
r .n  TO moi  #07 M • 20 - wm 
603 CONIlNUr 
J-0 50 JK « M • J 
JJ • JK • I 
I F ( M - J K )  
72 jj • n 
71 /O •  FNC IÇNRGM ,  EO 
/ . I  w PNC .  (  gNRCM ,  EO 
I F  ( H F N S M  - 2 0 ) 3 0 ,  
31  IF  (  J J  -  M I  
32  IR •  I  
GO Tu 34  
IR •  0  
IF  (OFNSM -  I X  1 
IF  UK -  t  » 99  
1 R " - 1  
CO TO 34  
J  •  J*1 
GO TO 50  
IF  ( IR)  91  
IP I JK-q » 
i r  (NUM - ICI  
PCI • p( JK 
PC 
GO TO 70 
PCI -PUK*l l  
HOO •  AOl ,  002 
72  ,  71 
El  
CI  
no 
no 
01 
ni  
jj ) 
JK ) 
31 32 
33 ,  f 40 
34 ,  
41 
# 42 , S3 
611 60 , 99 62 • 61 * 6) 
» •  5 .0  •  I  ENRON -FO)  /  (Fl -eO)  
PI  JK I  •  (  PCI  -  PI  JK 11 •  I  OENS* -21  1 /  (20-211 
(10 
61 
5,0  •  I ENRf.M -CO) / lEl -EOl  
} * I PCI -PIJK ) ) •  (0ENSN-2U/  (20-21)  
;  + 4 .0  #  I  DFNSM -21)  /  I  ZO~fl  )  
2003 
3001 
3050 
P C  •  P I J K  
GO TO 70  
PC •  P |  JK 
GO TO 70  
PC •  0 .0  .  
GO TO 70  
PC •  70*0 
CONTINUF 
I  •  NUM 
TMASSX .  TMASSK- OM 
XTIMF •  TIME /  3600,0  
I f  I  HPHI -  BPACT 1  90  ,  2003 » mO 
IF  ICPCONO- BPACT )  61  ,  2003 ,  99 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 317 
CONTINUE 
OUTPUT OF COLLAPSE PRESSURE INFORMATION 
WRITE I  3  ,  20Û1 )  TIME ,  XTIHE •  ÛPACT 
FORMAT (  lOX ,  F10.2  ,  5X « F1Q.6  « lOX 
Fin.6 •  5X ,  no .3  « 5X ,  PB.4  ,  /  )  
I f  I  T)*& .  TOM )  317 » 20b0 ,  2050 
CONTINUE 
KOENSM •  I  OENSM •  VOLUME /  0 .45359 )  
SMFRV •  4 .0  •  PI  •  RAnSO (? )  •  OENSC (? )  
KMFR »  -SMFPV •  < 3600.0 /  0 .45359 )  
VTHASX #  TMASSX /  0*45359 
,  OENSM 
F10.4  *  
ENRGM, PC 
lOX t  
•  V6L (21  
Figure 37. Computer program 
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C OUTPUT OF TFMPERATLIRE AND VFLUCITY PROFILE AND 
C OTHER INFORMAT 10>4 
^ WRITE I ^ » 3001 Ï TIME , XTIMF 
300) FORMAT!/// 20%» 8H TIKE " T FIO.O , LOH SCCONOS. T 4* T 
2M0R « 4% F FI0.6 » 6H HOURS T / ) 
WRITE i 3 , 30C9 ) BPACT 
J009 FORMAT < 30X , 44M ACTUAL PRFSSURE IN THE STORAGE SVSFM • • 
FIO.4 T ?X . 13H ATMOSPHERFS../ ) 
WRITE ( 3 » 3004 ; SMFR . YHFA 
3004 FORMAT! 30% » 20H MASS FLOW RATE » I F10.7 , 17H KILOGRAMS/ 
SECOND i 2* t 3HUR . FIO.9 , 12H POIHOS/MOUH • / ) 
WRITE < 3 . 3018 ) XMFR 
S018 FORMAT « 30X 54H MASS FLOW KATE ( USING VELOCKV AT THE BOUNDARY 
I - i Flo.S . l?H POUNDS/HOUR . / ) 
WRITF I 3 ». 3020 1 TMASSX , YTMASX 
3020 FORMAT I 30X $ 33H TOTAL MASS I AT THE INSTANT I « »F10*5 r 
IIH KILOGRAMS F IX» 2H0R » 2X, FIO.S, 8H POUNDS » / I 
WRITT ( 3 , 3025 ) PC 
3025 FORMAT I 30X « ?IH COLLAPSE PRESSURE • » FIO.4 » 2X » 
13H ATMOSPHERES. » / ) 
WRITE I 3 » 3005 ) DENSM » XOENSM 
3005 FORMAT ( 30X » 17H MEAN DENSITY • ,F10.6 ,14H K.GMS/CU.MTR, 
•4H OR » ?X » 13H TOTAL MASS * > F10.5 , 
9K POUNDS. . / ) 
WRITE 1 3 ». 3004 ) ENWGM 
3006 FORMAT t )0t f 24H MEAN INTERNAL ENERGY • , 2X# F10.3 » 2X , 
17M JOilLFS/KLLUGKAM. • //) 
WRITE I 3 , 3007 ) 
3007 FORMAT t 30X » 13H RADIUS,METER » 5X , 19H TEMPERATURE»KELVIN » 
5X » ?2M VELOCITY,METER/SECOND » / ) 
WRITE ( 3 • 3008 ) ( RADII) , TEMPCJI) « VEL III * 
I • 2 , IP I 
3008 FORMAT T 32X , F10*8 « 12X , FIO.4 , 15% , E10.3 ) 
WRITE C 3 T 2002 ) 
2002 FORMAT I /// ) . 
ICONT • ICONT *1 
CONT • ICONT 
TOM • 28800.0 
ROM • TOM • CONT 
3423 IF I TIMC - 720000.0 >345 • 346 • 346 
345 GO TO 317 
346 CONTINUE 
.99 STOP 
END . 
C 
C SUBPROGRAM - DETERMINATION OF COLLAPSE PRESSURE 
C - WHEN IT LIES IN TWO PHASE REGION 
C 
FUNCTION FNC <X,EO,FI, DO,01,M ) 
GO TO (  900  » 901  »  902,  903,  904,  905,  906,  907 ,  908,  
,  910 •  , M 
900 FNC # 
GO TO 
1037 
911 
.000 -  0 .  00612422 
• 
( X 
-  174140 .000 )  
901 FNC -
no TO 
969 
911 
.040 
— 0 .  00625561 
• 
1 X -  194040 .000 )  
902 FNC • 
GO TO 
917 
911 
.070 -  0 .  00634338 
• 
( X -  207870 .000)  
903 FNC • 
GO TO 
871 
9U 
.490 -  0 .  00641390 
• 
( X 
-  219100 .000)  
904 FNC • 
GO TO 
828 
911 
.*600 — 0 .  00648035 
• 
( X 
-  229030 .000)  
905 FNC -
GO TO 
786 
911 
.100 -  0 .  00654091 
• 
(X 
-  238190 .COO) 
906 FNC • 
GO TO 
741 
911 
.940 
-  0 .  00660140 
• 
fx  -  247110 -000)  
907 FNC • 
GO TO 
693 
911 
.320 -  0 .  00667654 
• 
IX •  256400 .000)  
908 FNC • 
GO TO 
6U 
911 
•  760 — 0#  00677730 
• 
(X 
-  266820 .0001 
909 FNC • 
CO TO 
547 
911 
.240 -  0* 1
 1 
• 
(X 
-  280680 .000)  
910 FNC • DO • 1(01*00)/ (El -EO))  ( X ;  -  EO) 
911 RETURN 
END 
Figure 38. Computer program 
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APPENDIX D 
Oxygen Data 
The data for oxygen between 112°K and 300°K and at 60, 70, 90 
and 100 atmospheres are reported in Figure 39 to Figure 46. The 
following list defines the symbols in these figures and gives the units. 
TE>IP 
PS IK 
DENSITY 
INT ENERGY 
ALPHA 
DRODPK 
DRODSK 
temperature ( Kelvin) 
integral of K with respect to T (Joules/meter second) 
3 
density (kilograms/meter ) 
internal energy (Joules/kilogram) 
thermal diffusivity (meter /second) 
kilogram (aa/ap),( 
meter atmosphere 
;ram meter s 
meter^ Joule 
/ kilog econd \ 
(ôa/ai|;)p ( — ) 
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PhVSICAl  HBCPfHlI f î  Of  nxVCfh FLUID AT 60  ATHCSPHFfteS PHESSlJRt  ,  POM TEMP.  RANGE I I JK -  300K •  
irpp, K PSIK J/»S nrkiiTv KG/NKM 
117 .0  0 .  0  1040.  00000 
113 .0  0 ,  12473 1014.  30066 
114 .u  0 ,  7485 3 1028.  70956 
115 .0  0 ,  37140 1073.  00061 
116 .0  0 .  49333 101 7 .  70956 
117 .0  0 .  61417 101 1 .  50000 
1  18  .0  c .  71478 1005.  50061 
119 .0  0 ,  8579S 990.  71973 
121J  . 0  c .  97045 093.  720/4  
121 .0  1 ,  08649 987.  66968 
122 .0  I ,  20097 081.  540 ' ,6  
123  ,0  1 ,  31380 975.  34061 
124 .0  I .  47526 960.  06958 
125 •  0  1 .  53506 967.  70972 
126 ,n  1 .  64*31 956.  25077 
127 .0  1 .  75000 049.  71973 
I7«  . c  i .  f55)  )  943 .  r .7959 
129 ,0  I .  05870 93k.  37059 
1  )0  .0  2 .  06071 0V9.  4  70  74  in ,0  J .  16*16 977.  5COOO 
n?  .0  7 .  26CC5 915.  19966 
13)  ,0  7 .  357)9  008.  15067 
{  34 .0  /. 45 117 900 .  7  7070 
1)5  .0  7 .  54  7)8  801 .  7  30  75  
1)6  .0  7 .  64CC4 885.  51978 
1  37  .0  /. 71114 8  77 .  6  7064 
1  38  .0  2 .  87069 860.  5 /070 
1  39  .0  7 .  908*7 861.  21073 
140 .0  7 ,  995C9 857.  66968 
141 .0  J .  U7996 841 .  85062 
147 .0  3 ,  it 176 834 .  75000 
14  1  .0  3 .  745CI  875 .  17950 
144 .0  3 .  «7570 815 .  54056 
145 .0  3 ,  403*3 805.  36063 
146 .0  3 .  4*090 704.  77074 
147 .0  3 .  5564?  783.  56058 
148 , c  3 .  63037 771,  80057 
149 .0  3 .  70276 750.  34061 
150 •u  '  i .  77 160 746.  04056 
151 .0  3 .  84 ,788 731 .  75000 
157 .0  •3 .  91070 716.  20972 
153 .0  3 .  07582 609,  08960 
154 .0  4 ,  U397B 670,  97069 
155 .0  4 .  09993 657,  94971 
156 .0  4 .  15)78  631 .  88965 
157 ,0  4 .  71277 500.  34061 
158 .0  4 .  76484 555,  109 71 
159 •  0  4 .  M 398 488 .  36063 
UU .0  4 .  36070 '  404 .  07074 
161 .0  4 .  403S0 350.  70056 
167 ,0  4 .  44790 318,  67064 
163 .0  4 .  48071 706,  65067 
164 .0  4 .  51564 780,  1506 7 
165  .0  4 .  54011 767.  01078 
166 ,0  4 .  5f l? r5  256 .  1  3065 
167 .0  4 .  61  384 746 .  87000 
168 •  0  4 .  64481 2)8 .  79999 
U9 ,0  4 .  67515 231.  67008 
170 ,0  4 ,  70487 275.  29999 
171 .0  4 .  73414 710.  53998 
17/  .0  4 .  /Aj lO 714.  780C0 
173 ,0  4 .  79175 700.  45990 
174 ,0  4 .  87008 205.  cccoo 
175 .0  4 .  84810 7C0.  «5990 
176 •  0  4 ,  87582 196.  08907 
177 ,0  4 .  00314 193.  i7CU0 
17H .0  4 ,  9)068 180.  06090 
170 ,0  4 .  05783 186.  f5Q08 
leo  .0  4 .  08470 183.  71099 
HI  ,0  5 .  01156 180.  84000 
187 .0  5 .  03810 178.  10990 
183 .0  5 .  06467 175.  5CCC0 
184 .0  5 .  09104 171.  ooooa  
i ;5  ,0  5 .  11720 170.  67000 
106 ,0  5 .  14340 168.  34998 
1P7 .0  5 .  16919 166.  15999 
I fM •0_  5 .  19526 164,  06000 
189 ^  5 .  221C0 167,  03000 
190 5 .  74663 160,  cocoo 
191 /5 .  77219 158.  70990 
192 5 .  29769 156.  39000 
19V .  5 .  12315 154.  64000 
ly .0  \5 .  34861 157.  95OC0 
l i i  .0  374C7 151.  31000 
196 .0  39040 149.  71099 
197 ,0  5 .  148.  17000 
198 .0  5 .  4501^ <79)8  
199 .0  5 .  47544 «<5.  71/09  
2C0 .0  5 .  50073 *14) .  8 | (000 
2C1 .0  5 .  576C1 147.  *3909 
7C7 .0  5 .  55130 141.  09008 
2C)  .0  5 ,  57650 •  139 .  70990 
INT.  rSEHCV 
J /KG 
I76?90,fl75 
1 7«0<i'>.B/'» 1 MMQ.RTS 
im VQQ.HZS ie%ll4').875 
IH67QQ.A7') imHS41,876 
190 iC0»8/*i 
IQ?0*>0»H7*> 
rniu'i.Mfb 
;'}'i«j7«i.B7*i 
1971*0.87*; 
190119.a/v 
?Cf»fiflO,fl75 
?0?669.a7S 
2C4459,H7!) 
?09H/9 .B7^ 
?1W19.875 
. Î |S4?9 .1J / Î  
?171C9.H7^ 
?10/19.B75 
/?SN99.875 
? ;n?9 .H75 
2/9129.H7Î  
? jUt9.fl7«i 
2 J«>*99. f i7 ' i  
« • i7609«f l75  
^ i9f l99 , f l7S 
?4?2 ' )9 . f l7S 
244719.875 
?47?70.875 
249969.075 
2S27H9.R7S 
705779.070 
j ' ,A959.m?S 
?623î9 .7bO 
265H69.7SC 
770119.750 
775629.875 
?n25l9 ,75C 
797519.750 
^05469.875 
114609,750 
370599.750 
175029.75C 
)?H609.750 
331649.875 
3343C9.750 
336 7C9.8?5  
319*99.875 34nviq.e?5 
347819.750 
3446C9.750 
J4A799,750 
347919.875 
3494A9.875 
350950.«75 
357399.875 
353780.750 
15513V.875 
356459.075 
357 MO.875 
358980.875 
360710.875 
361410.875 
367580.750 
363730.875 
364870.875 
365989.875 
367080.750 
368160.875 
360770.875 
37078O.750 
371)10 ,750 
377340.750 
373359.750 
374340.750 
375350.750 
376330.750 
37730.750 
378770.750 
379729.875 
380170.875 
38HC0.750 
387040,750 
ALPHA 
HH/S 
n . 6 7 3 8 F - 0 7  
C . 6 7 0 5 F - 0 7  
C.ft709r-r7 
C . 6 6 9 S I - C 7  
C . f . C 6 3 t - C 7  
0 . 6 6 4 4 r - C 7  
0 . 6 6 1 3 ^ - 0 7  
C . 6 5 f , 4 r - C 7  
C . 6 5 0 5 h - C 7  
C . 6 4 5 7 C - 0 7  
C . 6  J 9 l k - C 7  
C . 6  I 2 6 r - C 7  
C . f . 7 7 H ^ - C 7  
0 . 6 1 9 5 1 - C 7  
C . 6 1 3 n k - C 7  
C . 6 0 4 0 E - 0 7  
0 . 5 9 6 0 F - C 7  
o . 5 « 8 o r - n 7  
0.58j0r-c7 
0 . 5 7 J 8 L - C 7  
0 . 5 6 U F - C 7  
0 . 5 5 2 2 r - C 7  
C . 5 4 J 9 E - C 7  
0 . 5 3 2 0 F - C 7  
C . 5 l 0 6 t - C 7  
0 . 5 0 / A r - C 7  
C . 4 9 6 0 E - C 7  
C . 4 H 7 5 C - C 7  
C . 4 7 7 4 f - C 7  
0 . 4 7 1 2 F - 0 7  
C . 4 5 6 6 F - 0 7  
C . 4 4 0 6 f - C 7  
C . 4 2 4 7 e - C 7  
0 . 4 0 8 i r - C /  
0 .  3 9 | n E - C 7  
C . 3 7 4 5 f . - 0 7  
0 . 3 5 6 0 F - C 7  
0 .  U 8 0 r - 0 7  
0. n97f-C7 
0 . ?99 i r - 0 7  
0 . 7 7 9 4 h - C 7  
0 .?500r-07 
n . / 3 9 7 t - C 7  
C . 7 0 7 8 C - C 7  
n . U 3 l h - C 7  
C .  l 2 8 b e - 0 7  
C . 9 l 8 7 r - 0 8  
c.70n8r-08 
0 . 7 9 4 9 F - 0 H  
0 . 1 1  7 0 F - 0 7  
C . l 7 ? 6 r - C 7  
0 . 2 7 4 7 F - 0 7  
C . 2 7 0 4 r - 0 7  
0 .  S 1 6 8 F - 0 7  
C,3588F-C7 
0 . 3 9 7 6 F - 0 7  
0 . 4 3 5 2 r - 0 7  
C . 4 7 Ï 6 E - 0 7  
C . 5 0 6 5 F - C 7  
C . 5 4 1 7 r - C 7  
0 . 5 7 A 7 F - C 7  
C . 6 0 H O t - 0 7  
C . 6 3 7 3 F - C 7  
0 . 6 6 6 5 f - C 7  
n . 6 0 8 6 r - 0 7  
C . 7 2 6 8 1 - 0 7  
C . 7 5 6 7 1 - C 7  
C . 7 8 4 6 r - C 7  
O.P097r-07 
C . 8 J 6 3 r - 0 7  
0 . 8 6 7 3 r - C 7  
0 . P 8 0 n C - C 7  0.OI65C-07 
0 . 0 3 9 U - 0 7  
C . 9 6 7 0 E - C 7  
C . 9 8 5 4 F - C 7  
0 «  1 0 0 9 1 - 0 6  
C . 1 0 3 4 F - 0 6  
C . 1 0 5 8 C - C 6  
0 . l 0 7 8 f - C 6  
0 . i i n 4 C - 0 6  
0 . i n 7 b - 0 6  
C .  n 5 2 f - C 6  
C . U 7 0 r - C 6  
0 . l 2 0 l t - 0 6  
0 . 1 7 7 0 C - 0 6  
C . 1 2 4 5 F - 0 6  
n . l 7 7 i r - C 6  
0 . l 2 0 3 E - n 6  
C . n i 5 C - 0 6  
C . 1 3 4 7 E - 0 6  
0«l l6n(-C6 
RUrCPK CROCSK 
KC/MNKATM 
0.35CC0 
0 .36001 
C.3  7CC2 
0 .38CCC 
C.4CCC0 
0 .40999 
0 .42CCC 
C.4  3799 
0 .447CU 
C.46199 
0 .4)700 
0 .49399 
C.51101 
0 .520CU 
0 .54902 
0 .56699 
0 .59102 
C.61501 
0 .63999 
C.66699 
0 .69500 
0 .72600 
0 .75901 
0 .7«;5CC 
0 .83401 
0 .87600 
O.973C0 
0 .973CC 
1 .0780C 
1 .00999 
1 .15898 1.2i^Cl 
1.37C0? 
1 .41699 
I .577CO 
1 .654C0 
1 .8C1CC 
1 .97400 
7 .U00G 
7 .47790 
7 .7J398 
3 .12CCG 
3 .61899 
4 .79099 
5 .2  3999 
6 .6  75C0 
9 .06699-
I  3 .4 t959-
10 .  19800-
71  .58800-
71.799C0 
10 .58400 
17 .24199 
14 .97700 
12 .97400 
11 .47799 
10 .21700 
9 .75600 
8 .48199 
7 .046CO 
7 .31499 
6 .86399 
6 .47798 
A.14198 
5 .847C0 
5 .586C0 
5 . Î53CC 
5 .144C0 
4 .955C0 
4 .78300 
4 .625CC 
4.4BCC0 
4 .34700 
4 .22400 
4 .11CCC 
4 .CC30C 
3 .9C4C0 
3 .8UC0 
? .723CO 
3  64100 
3 .S64C0 
3 ."9C00 
3 .4  100 
3 .35400 
3 .79700 
3 .2)300 
3 .17600 
I .17700 
3 .07000 
3 .02000 
7 .97300 
2 .92700 
- 4 4 .89516 
-45 .06487 
-45 .81131 
-46 .97026 
-47 .75095 
-4H.55750 
-49 .35P40 
-50 .26CC6 
-51 .60582 
-52 .83710 
-54 .17708 
-55 .64287 
-57 .15001 
-50 .74/73  
-60 .43776 
-62 .72353 
-64 .15996 
-66 .15305 
-68 .30756 
-70 .63080 
-73 .07796 
-75 .70781 
-78 .57805 
-81 .65633 
-84 .94803 
-FO.51/49  
-92 .43700 
—96.66962 
-101.34897 
-106.55716 
-117.766P8 
- l ie .56531 
-175.67725 
-133.71613 
-147.87148 
-153.34746 
-165.49573 
-179.84769 
-196.08163 
-218.31047 
-745.66832 
-281.25122 
-331.47339 
-405,40186 
-519.34351 
-716,36182 
1096.52515 
1575.201^6 
1536.74414 
1044.12770 
-705.80176 
-570.86548 
-478.91333 
-361.72876 
-317.74341 
-276.26636 
-247.75809 
-274.76762 
-205.80257 
-189.26044 
-174.98836 
- 1 6 2 . 8 6 1 0 1  
-152.59766 
-143.77187 
-1  35 .60745 
-127.95966 
-172.31784 
-115.50073 
-110.16678 
-105.07486 
-UO.54932 
-96 .48235 
-07 .56011 
-89 .00162 
-H5.78C55 
-82 .72177 
-80.02010 
-77 .28796 
-74 .67769 
-72 .45868 
-70 .05272 
-67 .55767 
-65 .39977 
-63 .47881 
-61 .82686  
-60 .00533 
-58 .31595 
-56 .75C23 
-54 .97775 
-53 .56870 
-57 .2C738 
-50 ,81902 
Figure 39. Physical properties of oxygen 
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PHlfSICâl .  PRCPEKIICS OF n«*CEH f lUlT *T 70  ATHCSPHFRCS PRESSURE ,  FOR TEPP.  RANGE l l ! K  -  ÎOOK .  
TEMP.  PSIK DENSITY INT.  €Ne«CV ALPhA CRCCPK CROCSK 
K KG/MKH J /KC HK/S KG/KMMATM KCHS/FKHJ 
\ \ 2  •  C c .  ,0  104) ,  ,50000 1757)9 .875 C,  6753f-C7 0 .35CCO -44 .09)48 
113 •  0  0.  ,1247)  10)6 .  .00000 177479,675 0.  6736E-C7 0 .36001 -44 .25934 
I  14 •  0  c .  ,24A53 1032.  ,5roco  1792C9.875 c .  ,672)6-07 0 .37002 -45 .00069 
115 •c  0 .  ,17140 1026.  69966 1609)9 .875 C.  ,6706r -C7 0 .36CCC -45 .75352 
116 •  G c .  ,49)13  1021.  .299S6 162669.075 C.  ,669)F-C7 C.4CCC0 -46 .51660 
117 .0  0 .  ,61432 1015.  59961 104409.075 0.  5673C-•C7 0 .40999 -47 .  72774 
I IP  •c  c< ,7*428 IC09.  ,799 '>6 166199.875 C.  6623( : -07  0 .42000 -48 .16509 
119 •  0  c .  85299 1C04.  ,09961 187669.675 c .  6590E-•07  C.43799 -49 .11673 
120 •  0  c .  ,97045 S9A.  ,199/1  IH96C9.675 0.  6549F-C7 C.447C0 - ÎC.57602 
1 2 1  .0  I .  ,06644 99? .  ,260^5 191)39.675 0 .  ,64626-07 0 .46199 -51 .5)560 
122 .0  1.  ,2C097 9HA.  31958 19)079.875 c .  64)21-07 0 .47700 -52 .76956 
12)  •c  1.  , )1)B9 960.  .26955 194609.875 C.  ,6364C-C7 0 .49399 -54 .12659 
124 •c  1.  ,42526 974.  ,17969 196549.875 c .  6315fc-•07  0 .51101 -55 .56708 
l i b  .0  1 .  ,5)506 966.  ,00000 196299.875 0 .  6247C-07 0 .52900 -57 .00446 
126 .0  1 ,  .64) )1  961.  , 75000 2000)9 .675 c .  ,616)6-07 0 .54902 -58 .57668 
127 .0  1 .  ,75CCC 9b5.  ,40967 201799.875 0.  .6096E-07 0 .56899 -60 .741C3 
12P . c  1.  ,P5513 ,96975 20)549.675 C.  6030F-C7 C.59102 -61 .95485 
124 .0  1.  95470 94? .  4  79  74  205319.075 0 .  59476-07 0 .61501 -63 .77080 
1  30 .0  2 ,  C6071 9)5 .  67964 207069.875 C.  5e65fc-C7 0 .63999 -65 .74033 
1 31  •  c  2 .  ]6]  16  929.  169iB 204669.075 c .  57P4E-C7 C.66699 -67 .67157 
1)2  . c  2 .  26003 922.  34961 210659.875 0.  5669E-C7 0 .695CO -70 .07085 
l )% .0  2 .  35739 915.  41968 2r459,075 0.  5595E-07 0 .72600 -72 .39296 
1)4  •  0  2 .  45)17 908.  )696)  214279.875 C.  5502e-•07 C.75901 -74 .69667 
13S •  0  2 .  547)6  901.  16970 216109.675 c .  5397C-•07 0 .795C0 -77 .64499 
136 -c  2 .  64CC4 89) .  65962 217969.875 C.  5281E-C7 0 .83401 -60 .5)979 
137 •  0  z .  73114 866.  )R965 219639.075 0.  5167E-G7 0 .87600 -83 .59122 
1  38 .0  2 .  62069 876.  75977 221739.075 0.  5057E-07 0 .923CC -86 .97400 
1)9  
.0  ?. 90867 870.  94971 22)659.675 0 .  49)7E-C7 0.97)00 -90 .64896 
140 .0  2 .  995C9 867.  94971 225609.875 c .  4893E-C7 1.02600 -94 .51691 
141 •c  3.  07996 854.  75977 227519.875 c .  4849E-•07  1.06999 -98 .76862 
142 •  0  3 .  16326 846.  33960 229469.875 C.  47l2f -07  1 .15698 -103.48067 
143 «C 3 .  245CI  837.  67969 231449.875 c .  4569C-C7 1 .23501 -106.62102 
144 .0  3 .  )2520 «2P.  75000 233479.875 0 .  4413E- C7 U32C02 -114.21877 
14S •  0  3 .  40)63  619.  5)955 235559.875 c .  4265b-07 1.41699 -120.42261 
146 •c  3 .  4RC9C di r .  cocco  237689.675 C.  4116C-C7 1.527CC -127.33838 
14?  •c  3.  55642 8C0.  10962 239669.875 0.  3950E- 07 1 .654C0 -135.01555 
(48  •c  3 .  43037 74 ' ) .  91950 242149.875 c .  3796r-C7 1.8C1CC -143.630)6  
144 •  0  3.  7C276 779.  CR960 244479.875 0.  36371: - 07  1 .974C0 -153.38692 
no •c  3.  77360 767.  64961 246889.875 0.  3477C-•C7 2 .18CC0 -164.56089 
151 •  0  ). 84260 756.  02979 249)79.875 0 .  3315E- 07 2 .42798 -177.76090 
152 •  0  3.  91029 743.  54956 251969.875 0 .  )165E-07 2 .73398 -193.61510 
15)  •  0  ). 47562 7)r .  28955 254629.875 c .  30226-07 3 .22CCO -222.64345 
154 «C 4.  C3928 716.  11963 257359.750 0.  29)IE-C7 3.61899 -237.12372 
155 •c  4.  '09993 7cr .  65962 260CC0.CC0 0 .  2620E-C7 4 .29099 -266.60840 
156 •c  4 .  15778 664.  26955 26)169.875 c .  2257E- 07 5.23999 -308.06055 
157 •  0  4 .  21277 666.  09961 266569.750 0.  2036E-07 6 .675CC -356.66086 
1 '59  •  0  4.  26484 645.  66963 270259.750 c .  1612C-07  9 .0(699 -475.15308 
159 •  0  4 .  ) l )9e  62) .  06956 274259.750 c .  1587C- 07 13 .46999 -512.66768 
U C  •  0  4« 36020 596.  95972 276699.075 0.  1370C-C7 19 .19600 -629.91040 
Ul •c  4 .  40)50  566.  67969 20)709.875 c .  114SE- 07 21 .56800 -790.07837 
162 . c  4.  44290 531.  61963 289369.875 c .  1013Ê-C7 21 .29900 -967.05664 
16% •  0  4 .  48021 492.  5CC00 295669.875 c .  9505E- 08 19 .50400-1066.60181 
164 .0  4 .  51564 452.  57959 302199.875 0.  9744E-06 17 .24199-1102.81470 
165 •  0  4 .  549)1  416.  28955 3O03J9.75O 0.  11076-•07 14*92700-1004.46587 
166 •  0  4« 56205 385.  07964 31)699.875 0.  1309E- C7 12 .97400 -854.45435 
167 .0  4.  61)84  361.  14966 3183C9.750 c .  1559S-C7 11 .42799 -715.52295 
16H .0  4 .  64461 340.  9697 3  322279.750 0 .  1041E-07 10 .21700 -602.02271 
169 •  G 4 .  67515 324.  23975 3257)9 .875 0 .  2 l29E-n7 9 .25600 -513.62549 
170 .0  4 .  7C487 31C.  11963 326819.750 c .  2429C-C7 8 .48199 -444.63130 
171 .0  4 .  7)414 296.  COCCO 331509.750 0 .  2737E- 07 7.646CC -369.68335 
172 .0  4 .  76310 287.  47969 334119.750 0.  3039E- 07 7 .31499 -345.46558 
17)  •  0  4.  79175 270.  09961 336449.875 0 .  3330E-07 6 .66399 -309.75415 
174 .0  4 .  82CCB 269.  77979 336619.750 0 .  3619E- C7 6 .47798 -760.70972 
175 •c  4.  64810 262.  27979 340649.875 c .  3899E-07 6 .14198 -256.93677 
176 •  0  4.  87562 255.  45990 342569.750 0.  4176E-•07 5 .84700 -236.25980 
177 . c  4 .  90334 249.  23000 344)89.875 c .  4450Ê-07 5 .56600 -218.00507 
17m •  0  4.  9)068 24) .  5CC00 346129.075 c .  47256-07  5.35300 -202.43271 
179 .0  4 .  95763 236.  2CCC0 347789.750 C.  4987E-07 5.14400 -189.05099 
l eo  •  0  4.  984 79  233.  26999 349)89 .875 0.  52416-07 4.95500 -177.34621 
i f l i  •c  5.  01156 228.  670C0 350929.875 c .  55046-07 4 .76300 -166.88367 
18?  •  0  5.  C)8ia  224.  35999 352419.875 0.  57466-07 4 .62500 -157.60291 
10)  •  0  5 .  C6467 220.  29999 35)859.750 0.  5964E-07 4 .48000 -149.07477 
i e4  •  0  5.  09104 216.  46000 355259.750 0.  6232E-07 4 .34700 -141.22925 
165 .0  5.  11728 212.  67000 )56629.875 0.  6475E-07 4 .22400 -134.26627 
1M6 •c  •>• 14340 709.  45CC0 357959.875 0.  6708E-07 4 .11CCG -128.19121 
187 .0  S .  16939 2CC.  16999 359259.750 0.  69126-07  4.CC300 -122.44324 
lem .0  5 .  19526 203.  09990 360529.750 0 .  71216-07 3.9C40C -117.22078 
169 •  0  5 .  221C0 200.  14000 361769.750 0 .  7359E-07 3.61100 -112.51772 
190 #0 5 .  24663 197.  31990 362989.875 0.  75776-07 3.72300 -107.83667 
191 .0  5.  27219 194.  62000 364179.875 c .  7800E-07 3 .64100 -103.59677 
192 .0  5.  29769 192.  0  3000 365359.750 0 .  80356-07 3.56400 -99 .68314 
19)  .0  5 .  32)15 169,  53990 366509.750 0 .  02666-07 3.49C00 -95 .64130 
194 .0  5 ,  34861 167.  15999 367649.875 0.  05026-07 3 .42100 -92 .10959 
199 •c  5.  37407 104.  64990 368759.750 0 .  6705F-07 3 .35400 -66 .83051 
196 •  0  5 .  39949 162.  64000 369869.750 0 .  69026-07 3 .29200 -65 .65169 
197 •  0  5 .  42466 lun .  5C000 370949.875 0 .  91076-07  3 .71)00 -67 .9025)  
19m •  0  5.  45016 178.  4)999 372029.750 0 .  9)246-07 3 .17600 -00 ,25650 
199 •  0  5.  47544 •176.  4)999 37)089.750 0.  95556-C7 3 .12200 -77 .71071 
2C0 •  0  5.  5C0T3 174.  50996 374129.875 0.  9T90C-07 3 .070CO -75 .14240 
?C1 •  0  b.  526CI  172 .  64CC0 375169.875 c .  9998F-C7 3.C2COO -72 .76987 
2C? •  0  5 .  551)0  170.  62999 376189.675 0.  10176-C6 2.97)00 -70 .592C0 
2C3 .0  5 .  57659 169.  06998 377209,879 0 .  1039E-C6 2 .927C0 -68 ,61580 
Figure 41. Physical properties of oxygen 
132 
rc4 .o  5 .60167 167.35949 -06  2 . /»e icc  
2CS.0  5 .62716 165.7C9 '>H -C6 2 .847C0 
7C6.0  5 .65244 164.C9CC0 -06  7.MC100 
?C7.0  5 .67776 162.51COO -06  2 .76200 
?CR.O 5 .70313 16I .QCC00 9 .750 -06  2 .72400 
2C9.0  5 .72857 159.b l99V -06  7 .68900 
210.0  5 .754C3 15f l .C69 '3H -06  2 .65100 
5 .7  7«M9 156 .65999 64  -06  2 .61900 
5 .*(U49S 15" , .2P9WA 1—06 2 .5H7C0 
21? .0  • 5 .8)041 151.9SCC0 -06  7 .53600 
5 .85567 157.64CC0 -06  2 .57500 
21 ' . .0  5 .e t (13)  151.35999 -06  2 .49600 0  
216.0  5 .y06P6 15r .  109V'»  2 .46700 
217.0  5 .9324S 14H.87V9V -06  2 .43800 
71H.0  5 . '>5HC9 147. f ,8499 -06  2 .41200 
219.0  5 .98)72  146,51099 -06  2 .386C0 
220.0  6 .009 15 145.J7COO 1 — 06  2 .15900 
221.0  6 .035C2 144.250CO 50 -06  7 .31500 
222.0  6 .06075 141.15949 -06  2 .31100 
221.0  6 .08654 142.07949 9 .750 -06  7 .747C0 
224.0  6 .11235 141.01000 -06  2 .26500 
22 '» .C 6 .13415 l4f i .CCCC0 -06  7 .24100 
22A.0  6 .16396 1  tC.SHOCO —06 2 .22000 
22f .O 6 . im9f2  137.9A997 -06  ?,2cr.co 
22m.0  6 .21575 137.00948 -06  2 .17800 
22V.0  6 .74173 116.C60C0 -06  7 .15900 
2 jn .o  6 .76771 115.  17CC0 -06  2 .11 '>00 
211.0  6 .703A9 114.70000 -06  2 .12CC0 
232.0  6 .11970 111.2H'>98 -06  2 .10100 
211.0  6 .  34577 117.39998 50  -06  7 .0H1C0 
234.0  6 .37190 111.51000 -06  7 .06500 
21S,C 6 .399ry  130.67000 -06  2 .04800 6  
236.0  6 .42415 129.81996 50  -06  2.C3COO 
23  7 .0  6 .45067 178.98997 -06  2 .01300 
2)8 .0  6 .477C3 178.17000 0 .  1760C-n6 1 .99700.  
239.0  6 .50142 127.37000 1 .98100 
240.0  6 .52965 126.57999 -06  1 .94600 
241.0  6 .55633 125.79999 -06  1 .95000 
242.0  6 .587P3 125.01000 1 .93500 
243.0  6 .60918 124.78000 0 .  1860E-06 1 .92000 
244.0  6 .63596 121.51000 -06  1 .905C0 668 
249.0  6 .66258 127.79999 -06  1 .89100 596 
246.0  6 .68924 127.C7999 -06  1 .67/00  
247.0  A.  n594 121.37000 -06  1 .86400 
248.0  6 .74267 120.67000 -06  1 .65000 
249.0  6 .76944 U9.98OC0 -06  1 .63700 
250.0  6 .79625 119.29999 -06  2 .62400 
251.0  6 .62309 118.62999 -06  1 .81100 
252.0  6 .850C0 117.96999 -06  1 .79890 
253.0  6 .87697 U>.31CC0 -06  1 .78580 
254.0  6 .9C4C0 116.67000 —06 1 .77410 
255.0  6 .93109 116.01998 -06  1 .76260 
256.0  6 .95825 115.40999 -06  1 .75060 
257.0  6 .98547 114.78998 -06  1 .73890 
25m.0  7 .01275 114.17998 -06  1 .72750 
259.0  7 .04009 113.57999 -06  1 .71660 
260.0  7 .06750 117.98997 -06  1 .70600 
261.0  7 .09497 112.39998 — 06  1 .69490 
262.0  7 .12250 111.81998 -06  1 .66420 
261.0  7 .15CC9 111.25000 8  -06  1 .67390 
264.0  7 .17775 1IC.68999 —06 1 .66410 
2(5 .0  7 .20546 110.12999 -06  1 .65370 
266.0  7 .23124 109.57999 -06  1 .64180 
267.0  7 .261C9 109.C3998 -06  1 .6344G 
268.0  7 .26899 ioe .5Cooo -06  1 .62450 
269.0  7 .31696 107.96999 -06  1 .61510 
270.0  7 .34499 107.41999 -06  1 .60520 
271.0  7 .37308 106.97000 -06  1 .59580 
272.0  • 7 .40173 106.40994 -06  1 .58700 
27$.C 7 .42945 105.90999 -06  1 .57970 
274.0  7 .45773 105.39998 — 06  1 .56890 
275.0  7 .48607 104.90999 -06  1 .56070 
276.0  7 .51447 104.42C00 -06  1 .55210 
277.0  7 .54294 103.93999 -06  1 .54400 
278.0  7 .57147 103.45998 -06  1 .53550 
279.0  7 .6C0C6 107.98CC0 -06  1 .52660 
260.0  7 .62873 .  102 .50998 06  1 .51810 
261.C 7 .65747 102.04999 -06  1 .51060 
282.0  7 .68629 101.59000 -06  1 .5C25C 38 
283.0  7 .71518 101.14000 -06  1 .49500 
284.0  7 .74415 • 100 .68999 -06  1 .48720 
265.C 7 .77319 100.25000 -06  1 .48000 
266.0  7 .80231 99 .80800 -06  1 .47220 
267.0  7 .83150 99 .37299 -06  1 .46470 
266.0  7 .86017 96 .94199 -06  1 .45730 529 
269.0  7 .89011 98 .51700 -06  1 .45010 
290.0  7 .91953 9P.09499 -06  1 .44290 
291.0  7 .949C2 97 .67699 -06  1 .43580 99  
292.0  7 .97858 97 .26398 -06  1 .42880 
293.0  6 .00822 96 .85500 — 06  1 .42190 40  
294.0  8 .03794 96 .45000 -06  1 .41510 
295.0  6 .C6773 96 .04  799 -06  1 .40630 
296.C 6 .09760 95 .65099 -06  1 .40)60  
297.0  8 .12754 95 .25800 1 .39510 
296.0  9 .15755 94 .86800 —06 1 .36850 0  
299.0  8 .18764 94 .48196 50  —06 1 .36210 
SCO.O 0 .21761 94 .C99C0 -06  1 .37570 
Figure 42. Physical properties of oxygen 
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2U . c  5.  81041 15)  . 9SCC0 366839 .  750  C.  i75) r  -C6 7 .5 :600 -52 .  04471  
.0*  5.  85567 157 .640C0 3H7759 .  7 t ,0  0 .  I269r  -C6 2 .52500 -50 .  85907 
.0  5.  8(113 j  151 .35999  3H6679.  875  C .  129ÎE -06  2 .496C0 -49 .  61310 
216 •  0  5.  90696 150 .10999 750 0 .  1116F.  -06  7 .46700 —48.  51)40  
217 •  0  5.  9 374 ' !  14H .87999 190469.  875  C.  I i35k  -C6 2 .43HOO -47 .  24167 
? I H  •  Q 5.  •J5f lC9 147  .64999 391369.  «75  0 .  1  356F -06  2 .412C0 -46 .  03380 
219 •  0  5 .  9H J72  146 .51999 312279.  750 0 .  1)786 -06  2 .3 l j6C0 -45 .  25342 
220  •  0  6* 009 35 145  .37000 39)169.  875  c .  1396b -06  2 .15900 -44  .  74974 
221  .0  6 •  035C2 144 .25CC0 394049.  750 0 .  1416F -C6 7 .3)500 -4) .  CCCC5 
227 •  0  6 .  06075 141 .15999 394929.  875  0 .  14)6E -06  2 .31100  -42 .  11954 
221 .0  6.  CH654 147 .07999 395809.  750 c .  1459C -C6 7 .7*l7CC -41 .  28CC3 
22* •  0  6 ,  11235 141 . o i coo  )96679.  675 c .  I487r  -06  2 .76500 -40 .  30124 
22b  .0  6 .  Uf l l5  140 . cccco  397539.  750 c .  1499^ -C6 7 .24100 - )9 .  77031 
2/A .0  6 •  16J96 1 .V«CCO 396399 .  875  0 .  1513F -06  2 .2?0C0  -38 ,  69795 
i i f  .0  6 .  1^1962 1 )7  .9A997 391259.  750 0 .  1514E -06  7 .2C000 -38 .  03246 
22"  .0  6.  21575 1)7  .00998 400109.  750 0 .  I56l f  -06  7 .17800 -37 .  17931 
22S  •  0  6* 74173 136 •C6nC0 400959.  875  c .  1578F -C6 7 .  15900 -  )6  .  37479 
230 •  0  6 .  76771 115 .17CC0 401799,  750 0 .  1595C -06  2 .1)100 - )5 .  79010 
2U .0  6 .  71)69 I  )4  .20000 402649.  875  0 .  1615E — 06  2 .12CC0 -  J5  .  20264 
2)2  •  0  6« 31970 1)1  .2H998 401479.  875  0 .  16176 -06  2.1C1C0 -14 .  56531 
in  . c  6 •  34577 I  )?  .3999H 404319.  750 c .  16596 -06  7 .04300 -33 .  71555 
J>34 .0  6 .  37190 I l l  .51000 405149.  875  c .  16AIE -06  2 .06500 -33 .  06293 
21S .0  • 6 .  399C9 1  30 .67000 405979.  875  0 .  17011:  -06  2 .04800 -32 .  60306 
236 •  0 .  6# 474)5  129 .81998 406809.  750 0 .  17256 -06  2 .C3CCC -31 .  95499 
23/  •  0  6 .  45C67 178 ,9f l997 4C7629.  875  c .  1  739f  -06  7 .01300 -31 .  32274 
2)8  •  0  6 .  477C3 I7f l  .17000 40H449.  875  0 .  1760C -06  1 .99700 -3C.  70769 
2 j9  .0  b.  50142 127 .37000 401251.  750 0 .  17A9E -06  1 .96100  -30 .  09743 
240 .0  6.  579A5 126 .57999 410079.  750 c .  18036 -06  1 .946C0 -29 .  67644 
241  •  0  6  55633 125 .79999 410869.  875  c .  18176 -06  1 .95000 -79 .  25690 
242 •  0  6 .  58763 125 •ClOOO 411697.  875  0 .  U36E -06  1 .93500 -28 .  64992 
243 .0  6  60918 124 .28000 417509.  750 0 .  18606 -06  1 .92000 -28 .  23357 
244 . 0  6 63596 121 .51000 411309.  750 c .  18626  -06  1 .9C5C0 -27 .  81668  
245  .0  6  66258 127 .79999 414109.  75C 0 .  1904 F -06  1 .69100 -77 .  71596 
246 •  0  6 .  68924 177 .07999 4149C9.  875  0 .  1918r  -06  1 .67/00  —76.  K01B2 
247 •  0  A.  71594 •  121  .37000 415709.  875  0 .  1941E -06  1 .864C0 -26 .  39058 
24^  •  0  6  7426 7  120 .67000 416500.  cco  0 .  1963k* -06  1 .85000 -25 .  98026 
249 .0  6 •  76944 119 .98000 417299.  750 0 .  1977F -06  1 .63700 -25 .57021 
250 •  0  6.  79675 119 .29999 416089.  750 0 .  1991E -06  1 .62400 -25 .  16190 
251 .0  6 .  62309 UN .67999 416879.  875 0 .  2016C -06  1 .61100 -24 .  74332 
252 .0  6 .  650C0 117 .96999 419659.  875 c .  20416 -06  I .79890 -24 .  50058 
253 .0  6 .  87697 117 .31000  420449.  875 n .  7067E -C6 1 .78580 -24 .  07346 
254 •  0  6 .  9C4C0 116 .67000 421224 .  875  0 .  20f l lF  -06  1.77410 -23 .  46393 
255 •  0  6« 93109 116 .0)998 472009.  750 0 .  20996 -06  1 .76260 -33 .  22568 
256 •  0  6*  95825 115 .40999 472789.  750 r .  2125S -06  1 .75060 -22 .  98781 
257 •  0  6# 98547 114 .76998 473569.  750 c .  2151k -06  1 .73890 -22 .  56847 
258 •  0  7* 01275 114 .17998 424349.  750 0 .  71676 -06  1 .72750 -22 .  15172 
259 •  0  7.  04009 i n  .5  7999 425119.  750 0 .  21846 -06  1 .71660 -21 .  73578 
260 •  0  7.  06750 117 .96997 475889.  875  c .  27106 -06  1 .7C60C -21 .  50313 
261 •  0  7,  09497 112 . 3 9 9 9 8  426659.  875 0 .  22376 -06  1 .69490 -21 .  27257 
262 •  0  7.  12250 I I I  . 8 1 9 9 8  427439.  875  0 .  22536 -06  1 .66420 -20 .  86255 
26)  .0  7.  15CC9 111 .250C0 478199.  875  0 .  22706 -06  1 .67390 -20 .  45322 
264 •  0 7 .  1 7775 l i e  . 6 6 9 9 9  478969.  8 7 5  0 .  22976  -06  1 .66410 -20 .  22658 
265 • c  7.  20546 l l O  .12999 429729.  875  0 .  23146 -06  1 .65370 -20 .  00101 
266 .0  7 .  23)24 109 .57999 430500.  000  0 .  23426 -06  1 ,64180 -19 .  59644 
26 7 •  0  7.  261C9 109 .0)998 431259.  750 0 .  23706 -06  1 .63440 - 1 9 .  27299 
269 • c  7.  28899 106  .5C0C0 4)2019.  750 0 .  23766 -06  1 .62450 -19 .  15105 
269 •  0  7.  31696 107 .96999 432779.  750 0 .  2393E -06  1 .61510 -18 .  92982 
270 .0  7.  34499 107 .41999 43)539.  750 c .  74326 -06  1 .60520 -18 .  70940 
271 •  0  7.  37308 106 .97000 4)4299.  750 0 .  24496 -06  1 .59580 -18 .  31244 
272 •  0  7,  40173 106 .40999 4)5059.  750 0 .  2467F -06  1 .587C0 -17 .  91727 
273 •  c  7.  42945 105 .90999 435809.  750 c .  24846 -06  1 .57870 -17 .  87766 
274 •  0  7.  45773 105 .39998 436569.  750 0 .  25016  -06  1 .56690 -17 .  66112 
275 .0  7.  48607 104 .90999 437319.  750 c .  25306 -06  1 .56070 -17 .  26999 
276 •  0  7 .  51447 104 .42000 4)6069.  75C 0 .  7560h -06  1 .55210 -17 .  05687 
277 •  c  7.  54294 103 .93999 438819.  750 0 .  25776 -06  1 .54400 —16.  64415 
278 •  0  7.  57147 103 .45998 439569.  750 0 .  25956 -06  1 .53550 -16 .  80617 
279 •  0  7.  60006 107 .98000 440319.  750 0 .  2626E -06  1.52660 -16» 59C23 
2eo •  0  7.  62873 107 .50998 441069.  750 0 .  26336 -06  1.51610 -16 .  19678 
261 •c  7,  65747 102 .04999 441809.  750 0 .  2664C-06 1 .51060 -15 .  98303 
282 .0  7 ,  6R629 101  .59000 442559.  750 0 .  26966 -06  1 .5C25C -15 .  76838 
263 .0  7,  71516 101 .14CCQ 441299.  750 0 .  27026 -06  1 .49500 -15 .  55510 
284 •  0  7 .  74415 ICC .66999 444049.  750 0 .  2734F -06  1 .48720 -15 .  34214 
2(5  •c  7,  77319 100 .25000 444769.  750 0 .  27536-06 1 .46000 -15 .  16466 
286 .0  7.  8C2ÎI  99  .80800 445529.  750 0 .  27726  -06  1.47220 -15 .  04C41 
287 •  0  7 ,  8315C 99  .37299 446269.  750 0 .  28056-06 1 ,46470 -14 .  81443 
268 • c  7.  86C77 96  .94199 447009.  750 0 .  28246 -06  1 .45730 -14 ,  60529 
289 •  0  7.  89011 98  .51700 447750.  000 0.  2844C -06  1 .45010 -14.  41511 
290  .0  7.  91953 9P .09499 448469.  875  0 .  2864E-C6 1 .44290 -14 .  26C07 
291  .0  7.  94902 97  .67699 449229.  875 0 .  28976 -06  1 .43580 -14 ,  07C99 
29?  .0  7 .  97858 97 .26398 449969.  875  0 .  79166-06 1 .47860 -13 .  8A33S 
293  •  0  m.  00822 96 .85500 450709.  875 0 .  29366  -06  1 .42190 -13 .  71340 
294 •  0  8.  03794 96  .45000 451439.  875  0 .  29706 -06  1 .41510 -13 .  56146 
295 •  0  8« 06773 96  .04799 452179.  875  c .  29906-06  1 .40830 -13 .  39383 
296 •  0  8.  09760 95  .65099 4529C9.  875 0 .  30lOr-C6 1 .40160 -13 .  20929  
297 •  0  «• 12754 95 «25800 453639.  875  0.  30306  -06  1 .39510 -13 .  05928 
299 •  0  8. 15755 94 .46800 454379.  875 0 .  30506  -06  1.36850 -12 .  91110  
299 «0 8. 18764 94 .46198 4551C9.  750 0 .  30706-06 1*38210 -12 .  76257 
3C0 •0 0« 21781 94 •09900 455039.  750 0. 3090E-C6 1 .37)70 -12.  69655 
Figure 44. Physical properties of oxygen 
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PHYSICAL PAOPennCS UP OXVGCS FLUID AT 100 ATMJSPHtr tCS PRESSURC,  FUR TFM»>.  «ANOE 112< -  Î00< 
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i i e .o  
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5 .225 34 
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5 .40384 
5 .49044 
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5 .81914 
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6 .04709 
6 .11454 
6 .19022 
6 .25912 
6 .37626 
6 .39163 
6 .45527 
6 .51740 
6 .57801 
6 .63712 
6 .69471 
6 .75079 
6 .60536 
6 .85641 
6 .90995 
6 .95998 
7 .00850 
7 .05550 
7 .10100 
7 .14498 
7 .18745 
7 .27640 
7 .76869 
7 .30863 
7 .34823 
7 .38749 
7 .42641 
7 .46498 
.7 .50321 
7 .54110 
7 .57865 
7 .61585 
7 .65271 
7 .68923 
7 .72541 
7 .76124 
7 .79673 
7 .83194 
7 .86700 
DENSITY 
KG/M«H 
1053.  
1048.  
1043.  
1037.  
1032.  
1027.  
1021. 
1016 .  
1010. 
1005.  
499 .  
943 .  
989 .  
982 .  
9  76 .  
970 .  
965 .  
959 .  
95  3 .  
946 .  
940 .  
934 
928 
971.  
915 .  
908 .  
902,  
895 .  
8^8, 
881 ,  
H74,  
667 ,  
860. 
652,  
845 ,  
037 ,  
829 ,  
8 2 1  
812 
604.  
795  
786 
777 
76f  
758  
747 
737 
726 
715 
703 
691 
679 
666 
657 
639 
673 
608 
592 
576 
560 
543 
527 
510 
494 
474 
463 
444 
435 
423 
411 
399 
389 
371 
369 
361 
353 
•  345  
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331 
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307 
302 
297 
297 
287 
784 
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5000f t  
29956 
00000 
69971 
>4466 
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59461 
11471 
69971 
09461 
54456 
91968 
25000 
52479 
75000 
9196S 
02979 
07459 
06958 
98975 
83960 
61963 
31158 
93970 
46173 
91968 
76978 
52979 
,67969 
,70972 
.6294 ' .  
,42969 
.09961 
.61963 
. f tOOOO 
.21973 
.26978 
.13965 
.81958 
.29956 
.55957 
.57954 
.34961 
.84961 
.04956 
.93970 
.5^000 
.67469 
.47974 
.04961 
.76978 
.7U972 
.13965 
.53955 
.34966 
.709  72 
.48975 
.77979 
.65967 
.23975 
.63965 
.07979 
.57959 
.46973 
.84961 
.8^960 
.51978 
.94971 
.14966 
.10967 
.80957 
.70972 
.27979 
.96973 
.73975 
.07979 
31958 
04956 
19971 
71973 
58960 
78955 
77979 
.07979 
.04956 
.28955 
•  75000 
.39966 
•75000 
.25977 
43970 
.75977 
INT.  ESFKGY ALPHA UROOPK nRni)5< 
J /K5 MM/S KC/MMMATM 
174169.  875 0 .  741 16  -07  0 .  32002 -44  ,01345 
175A59.  675 0 .  00/56  -07  0 .  3 /44H -  15 .  725S2 
177549.  875 0 .  8003f  -07  0 .  34001 -36 ,  .34766 
1  74234.  H 75  n .  79P1C -07  0 .  35 ' JOO -36  .63->77 
180*29.  H7S 0 .  7V5RC -07  0 .  36001 -  W .27448 
M7609.  875 0 .  7951C -07  0 .  37002 -37  .92476 
IH47S9,  875  U.  79  3  7L -07  0 .  Mono - ^ n  .731  U 
IUS171.  R75 C.  7914F -07  0 .  3  >001 -3H .Aia ;7  
187659.  H75 0 .  76171:  -07  0 .  40000 -31  .9 j  %)5 
Ih4i39 .  875 0 .  7871! :  -07  u .  40)94  -40  .45134 
141004.  375 0 .  7P71C -07  0 .  4 /400 -4P,  ,P l r t l5  
142689.  H 75  C.  7877E -07  0 .  4  $601 -41  .6H46A 
194 369.  875 0 .  77H3£ - r '7  0 .  45000 -42 ,  .37465 
19h039.  875 0 .  77R4E -37  0 .  46  349 -41  .  I4 i r6  
197711.  H/'j c. 7762F - '*7  0 .  4  7HftO -43  .43»JS1 
141341.  075 0 .  7697F -07  0 .  44299 -44 , .74774 
201^74.  875 p.  7654E -07  0.  50098 -45  .59  7 71!  
707759.  075 0 .  76>4E - r .7  0 .  52600 -46  .467:17  
204447.  875 u.  75176 -67  1) .  54 344 -4  7,  ,39767 
706139.  875 ft. 7550E - f '7  0 .  56201 -4«>,  .17417 
207r?9 .  A75 0.  7475c  -07  0.  59201 -49  .41748 
209539.  875 C j ,  7397E -C7 0.  60)00 -50  .5744 1  
711250.  ooo 0.  73156 -07  0.  62500 -51  ,m27dO 
717969,  875 0.  7273Ê -07  0 .  64800 -53 ,  ,13615 
214691.  075 0.  7I48C -07  0.  67200 -54  ,48)7?  
716439.  875  0.  70556 -07  0.  69400 -55  .43543 
21H199.  075  0.  6945C -07  0.  72600 -57  .43JV8 
219964.  875 0.  6H3/E -07  0.  7b64H -58  .98115 
721751.  870 c .  6R53E -07  0 .  78901 -6n  ,75501 
27-^500.  000 0 .  6871C -07  0.  A7200 -6  2  .100^6 
275759.  875 0.  67416 -0  7  0.  85901 -64  .494^1 
727041.  875 0 .  65976 -07  0.  89800 ,^32^7 
226859.  6 /5  c .  64586 -07  0.  94349 -6H .766fO 
730699.  675 0.  6)086 -07  0.  98601 -71  .11174 
732569.  875 0.  6148E -07  1 .  0)501 -7  )  .577)1  
234479.  075 0.  5995F -07  1 .  08901 -76  .25252 
236419.  875 c .  58481:  -07  1 .  14700 -79  . lOSlI  
738399.  875 0.  57081:  -07  1 .  71U01 -82  .141^2 
740409.  875 0 .  55736 -07  1 .  27900 -85  .38820 
247469.  875 0.  5445b -0  7  1 .  35498 -PM .88074 
244549.  875 0.  53456 -07  u 4 3H99 -97  .64)24  
746634.  675 0.  53706 -0 /  1.  53201 -46  .7874H 
748699.  675 0.  55«iHr  -0  7 1 .  63401 -101 .17761 
250579.  875 0.  5217E -07  1 .  74X00 - lOf ,  .07415 
757869.  875 c .  4 54  IE -07  1 .  8  7 ' , f tO -11  1  .53  7o3 
25519V.  875 0.  / .57Î6  -07  2 .  01602 -117 .451  >5 
757559.  750 0.  ^ 44 lb  -07  7 .  1  7700 -124 .01737 
759469.  075 0.  4321E -0  7 2 .  35<.0 l  -131  .157/1  
267479.  875 0.  470:}6  -0  7  2 .  56001 -13R .41011 
764921.  675 0.  4071C -07  2 .  78911 -14  7 .43  f ? ' t  
767500.  000 0.  34466 -n?  3.  35000 -156 .66  7 J6  
7701 19 .  750 0.  3412E -17  3 .  34402 -166 .71747 
27279? .  750 0.  3! ,A3C i .  67500 -177 .565^0 
775549.  750 0.  3S64fc  -07  4 .  04349 - lAl  .14*83 
278351.  750 V. 34446 -07  4 .  45000 -201 .43575 
241750.  000  0.  33386 -07  4 .  8H601 -214 .79134 
784209.  6  75  0.  32366 -07  5 .  34101 -277 .35335 
2U7719.  875  0.  31466 
-0 /  5.  71h99 -240 .71544 
290299.  750 0.  30746 -07  6 .  22300 -257 .27H38 
743409.  875 0.  30506 -0  7 6.  60J00 -762 .54541 
246549.  750 3 .  3001E -0  7  6 .  90000 -77P .56348 
799699.  875 0.  29956 -07  7 .  11094 -276 .14)31  
302829.  75f t  0.  3017E -07  7.  27HP0 -279 .01514 
305919.  (175 0.  3049b -07  7 .  25401 -279 .14114 
308951.  875  0.  3105E -07  7 .  21799 -776 ,83133 
311909.  875  0.  31776 -07  7 .  10:01 -277 .53152 
314771.  750 0,  3262C -07  6 .  9 ' )498 -266 .64087 
317549.  750 ft. 33516 -0  7 6 .  78201 -259 .61719 
320719.  875 0.  ?454t  -07  6 .  58601 -752 .05339 
327789.  750 0,  3556E -07  6 .  39201 -744 . )4270 
325750.  000 0.  3659C -07  6 .  17500 -236 .76125 
327619.  750 0.  . ^760b -07  5 .  9700?  -729 .45)16  
329A89.  875  0,  .38546 -07  5 .  77100 -272 .55968 
3  32079.  .750  0,  .39396 -0  7 5 .  57400 -216 .74)26  
334179.  ,8  75  0,  4093E -07  5 .  39602 -200 .51613 
336199.  875  0,  42946 -07  5 .  72700 -19"  .43716 
338159.  875  0,  ,44846 -07  5 .  05798 -189 .32076 
340039,  .750  0.  ,4683C -07  4 .  90200 -179 .04971 
341861.  .750  0.  ,48766 -07  4 .  75500 -170 .511^4 
343624,  .875  0.  ,5066t :  -0  7 4 .  61602 -167 .73015 
345339,  .750  0.  .52636 -07  4 .  48499 -155 .  )30<t6  
347009,  750  0,  54446 -0  7 4 .  36/99  -148 .58317 
348619,  ,750  0 ,  .56186 -07  24700 -147 .64338 
350199.  M75 0.  ,56106 -07  4 .  13699 -136 .P5602 
351729,  .875  0 .  .59816 -07  4.  03398 -131 .50550 
353729.  ,875  0,  .61406 -0  7  3 ,  93598 -176 .73404 
354664,  ,875  0 ,  .63106 -07  3 .  04400 -127 .28115 
356119,  ,750  c. .64P5E -07  3 .  75599 -118 .037*»!  
357519,  ,750  c. .66546 -07  3 ,  ,67300 -114 .12537 
358889,  .875  0 .  .6A03C -07  3 .  ,54 i98  -110 .47114 
360239,  ,875  0,  .698*6 -07  3 .  51894 
-106 .73325 
361559, ,750  0 ,  .71@5k -07  3. 44698 -103 .02515 
Figure 45. Physical properties of oxygen 
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APPENDIX E 
Saturated Oxygen Data 
Density and internal energy data for oxygen fluid at its saturated 
liquid and gas condition between 5 and 50 atmospheres are reported in 
Figure 47. These data were used to calculate the collapse pressure at 
any time in the storage container. 
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DENSITY AND INTFRN&L PNFRCY DATA FOR OXYGEN FLUID 
AT THE SATURATED L(QUID OR GAS CONDITfON 
FOR THE PRESSURE RANGE -  5 . -50 .  ATMOSPHERES 
TO CALCULATE THC CPLLAPSE PRESSURE 
WHEN IT LIES IN Twn PHASE REGION 
PRESSURE DFNSITY INT.  ENERGY 
ATM KG/HMM • J /KG 
I  5 .  1037.000 174140.000 
2 10.  969.040 194040.000 
15 .  917.070 207870.000 
20 .  871 .490 219100.000 
5  25 .  828.600 229030.000 
6  30 .  786 .100 238190.000 
7  35 .  741 .940 247110.000 
6  40 .  693.320 256400.000 
9  45 .  634.760 266820.000 
10  50 .  547.240 280680.000 
11  50 .  371.630 313580.000 
12  45 .  243.050 324660.000 
13  40 .  195.250 331000.000 
14  35 .  158 .970 335420.000 
15  30 .  129 .000 338650.000 
16  25 .  103.060 340990.000 
17  20 .  079.686 342520.000 
18  15 .  05A.694 343190.000 
19  10 .  038.893 342730.000 
20  5 .  19 .900 340110.000 
Figure 47. Phys ica1 properties of saturated oxygen 
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